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A Comparative Study on the Curricula of Gelected Programmes 
for Physieal Education Teachers in Hong Kong and Singapore 
: ... ,'~ 
Abstract 
From a comparative perspective, this study attempts to analyse 
th~ curricula of pre-service initial training programmes for physical 
education teachers in Hong Kong and Singapore. These programmes are 
full-time two-year courses designed for students with 'A'- level 
qualifications or above. Analysis basically follows Bereday's (1~64) 
four steps of comparative studies with some modifications. The focus 
of the study is the "formal" curricula. According to the "Perennial 
Analytic" paradigm for curriculum inquiries as labelled by Schubert 
(1986), four areas of the curricula are the objects of analysis, 
namely, purpose, content, organization and evaluation. In each are",~~ 1 a 
nUmber of concerns suggested by Schubert (1986) are found applitable 
for analysis. 
This study has been conducted mainly throrigh a review of the 
written curricula. Moreover, visits have been made to the respective 
teacher training colleges in order to verify information printed in 
those curricula as well as to enrich the researcher's background 
knowledge required for analysis, interpretation and · discussion. 
Findings of the study suggest several differences between the 
Hong Kong and Sihgapore curricu~a. The Hong Kong curriculum aims to 
produce teachers to teach physical education at primary and lower 
secondary levels while the Singapore curriculum aims to train 
specialist physical education teachers for secondary schools only. The 
contents of the Hong Kong curriculum suggest a generalist's course 
whereas the contents of the Singapore curriculum suggests a 
specialist's course. As far as the subject matter of Physical 
Education is concerned, content coverage of the Hong Kong curriculum 
is more limited than that of the Singapore curriculum. An analysis of 
the organizations of the curricula shows that both curricula fail to 
facilitate an integral use of skills . and knowledge of different 
subject areas. Moreover, different evaluation systems identified 
between the two curricula indicate that there are differen-t purposes 
laid in them. In Hong Kong, the evaluation system favours the function 
of selection and classification. In Singapore, the evaluation system 
favour~ the use of motivation and maintenahce of standard. 
With respect to the findings through comparison, a few 
suggestions for improvement have been made. By providing a workable 
frame~ork for comparative analysis of ~urricula, it is hoped that more 
stUdies on similar topics will emerge. 
LI Yuk-keung, Daniel 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
April, 1991. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last few years, Physical Education and Sport in Hong Kong 
has developed rapidly. This can be shown in the following 'events: 
a) A report "Sports in Education" was published by the Council 
-J 
for Recreation and Sport in June 1988. The main aim of the 
report is "to advise the Council for Recreation and Sport on 
ways in which sport can be developed as an integral part of the 
curriculum at all levels of education in Hong Kong .. " (Hong Kong 
Council for Recreation and Sport 1988:1) . Another report named 
"The Way Ahead: A Consul tancy Report on Sport in Hong Ko~_,Sl" 
was published in the same year. It examined the development of 
sport and physical recreation in Hong Kong and sport 
organization in educational settings was one of its main issues 
(Jones 1988:39-45). 
b) A revised Physical Education syllabus for Hong Kong second-
ary schools was implemented in 1988. In the revised version, 
more 'theory' has been added (Hong Kong Curriculum 
Committee 1988). 
c) The Hong Kong Examination Authority has decided to 
Physical Education as an examination subject in the 





examination was conducted in April~ 1991 (see Hong Kong 
Examination Authority, 1991). 
d) Jockey Club Ti-I College, the first secondary school in Hong 
Kong emphasizing Physical Education and Visual Art, was opened 
in September, 1989. The college recruits gifted pupils in 




e) In 1988, the Chinese University of Hong Kong began to offer a 
Physical Education minor course for its full-time undergraduate 
stude~is. In 1989, the university offered a part-time Bachelor's 
degree course in Physical Education for experienced in-service 
Physical Education teachers and people· in the area of physical 
recreation and sport. In 1990, the university offered the P.E. 
major in the Diploma of Education programme. The University of 
Hong Kong, starting from 1989, also offered a minor course in 
P.E. in the Postgraduate Certificate in Education programme. 
f) In . . April 1991, The Hong Kong Jubilee Sports Centre was 
restructured and renamed as the Hong Kong Sports Institute in 
the hope that the new name would reflect 
I 
more precisely the 
Institute'·s responsibility of nuturing athletes as well as 
personnel involved in sport management, research and coaching. 
Undoubtedly, these events suggest that the development of 
physical education and sport in Hong Kong, especially in the 
educational setting, is growing very rapidly. Teachers in related 
fields will certainly play an important part in this. Moreover, many 
of them might have to teach pupils intending to sit for the HKCE Exam, 
something which they have never been expected to do before. - Whether 
their training or education would qualify them to perform this task is· 
questionable. In western countries, research shows that teachers · are 
not verx satisfied with their training (Vonk 1984). In Hong Kong, few 
studies of similar nature have been conducted. Thus, a study on the 
training or education of physical education teachers (PETE) would be 
worthwhile. 
Lynch and Plunkett (1973) urge that "the substantive character of 
teacher education is· inherent in a programme or series of programmes 
2 
comprising a curriculum" (p.59). Taylor (1978) also identifies the 
need for curriculum studies in teacher education as he notes that "the 
need to construct curricula ... has given rise to a great deal more 
systematic development work ... " (p.115). In another article, Taylor 
(1982) asserts that "it is the last two of these (programme design and 
couyse content) that are most likely to be significant so far as 
student learning is concerned" (in Goodings et al 1982 p.27). Lo 
(19"84) also believes that "the curriculum of teacher education is the 
precise means by which the kinds and quality of behaviour expected of 
teachers are developed" (in Hayhoe 1984: 162). All these simply imply 
that a study on PETE curriculum may lead to an understanding of PETE. 
Lynch and Plun~ett (1973) think that "curricula that stress the 
~- ~ 
value of practical activities as learning experiences have 
consistently failed to achieve the prestige of more abstract courses, 
no matter how well adjusted the objectives of the for~er may have been 
to the pressing needs of practical social groups. The practical 
course, and this has nowhere been more true than in teacher education, 
assumes subordinate status to the liberal, bookish course .. 11 (p. 126). 
Being a heavily practically oriented subject, physical education has 
'suffered. Unlike all other subjects within the school curriculum where 
respective graduate teachers have been serving for a long time~ 
graduate teachers in physical education are rare in many countries. In 
Hong Kong, for example, the first locally trained graduate physical 
education teachers will enter the schools no sooner than 1993, while 
in · many South East Asian countries, for example Singapore, 
organization , of degree courses for physical education teachers is 
still at the proposal stage. This means that in these two places, 
3 
physical education teachers have never been trained at the 
undergraduate level. Moreover, owing to the fact that physical 
," .. ... 
education has never been a subject of any public examination, it does 
not provide pupils with opportunities for gaining any qualifications 
comparable to other academic qualifications. Thus physical education 
in schools will tend to be more practically oriented and accordingly 
physical education teachers are mainly trained for teaching physical 
activities during school hours, as well as coaching and administration 
of pupil activities after school hours. It seems that there was never 
a need for the PETE curricula ,to prepare future teachers to teack~ 
physical education up to a generally acceptable examinable standard. 
The same can be said about equipping physical education teachers with 
the ability to advance their knowledge through formal training at a 
higher , level in the future. However, the situation has changed 
recently, as the value of physical education is gradually recognized 
by society. The fact cited at the beginning of the chapter for Hong 
Kong and the recent establishment of the College of Physical Education 
(ePE) in Singapore show that PETE in these two societies are becoming 
increasingly important and are worth studying. 
According to Noah (1986) I a comparati~e study of education can 
"help us understand better our own past, locate ourselVes more exactly 
in the present, and discern a little more clearly what our educational 
future ~ay be" (in Altbach and Kelly 1986:154). Noah (1986) believes 
that those contributions can be made through works that are primarily 
descriptive, analytic or explanatory, or those just limited to one or 
a very,' few nations, as well as those which embrace a wider scope. The 
inquiry can rely on non-quantitative as well as quantitative data and 
methods, or those which proceed with vigorous methods adopted in 
4 
" ...  
social science paradigms. Furthermore, he asserts that "comparative 
study is a most desirable way of approaching an understanding of 
education" (p.164), provided that the study is valid, persuaSIve, 
practically usable and enlightening. If he is correct, a comparative 
: " '~ 
study on PETE curricula may be of considerable importance to our 
J 
understanding of PETE. 
1.1) AIMS OF THE STUDY 
The aims of this study are: 
1) to explore the nature of the existing PETE curri~ula In Hong 
Kong and Singapore; 
2) to describe the stren~th and weaknesses of PETE curricula in 
Hong Kong and Singapore through comparison; 
3) to providefnformati9n for decision-making in PETE curriculum 
development; and 
4) to enlarge the pool of literature on PETE curriculum. 
1.2) REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
On Comparative Approach and Methodology in Education and Physical 
Education 
Controversy on comparative approach and methodology goes on non-
stop and related literature is rich. Examples can be found in Altach 
and Kelly (1986); Postlethwaite (1988); Husen et al (1985); Cohen et 
al (1982); Simri (1979a); Cogan (1986); Pooley and Pooley (1982); . and 
Haag et al (1987). Concerning comparability, Foster (1960), suggests 
that the only meaningful comparisons should be done between countries 
which are very similar. Halls (1967) also claims that comparisons can 
only ~e made when the phenomena compared are as similar to each other 
5 
as possible. Nevertheless, Farrell (1979) urges that an overemphasis 
on similarity as the focal point of a comparative study of education 
may not be appropriate. Farrell (1979) quotes Andreski (1965) that 
"comparing does not amount to equating, and that there is no logical 
reason why a comparison should be focussed on resemblances rather than 
) 
differences ... it all depends on what kind of question we are trying 
to answer" (Altbach and Kelly 1986, p.211). Pooley (1979) quotes 
Andreski (1972) that the "insistence on methodological perfection 
which precludes one from giving an answer to any but the most trivial 
questions ... Methodology can warn us of pitfalls but will not help us 
to conceive new ideas" (in Simri 1979a : 86). Pooley (1979) remarks 
that it does no good that "a carpenter who becomes so worried about 
keeping his tools clean he has no time to cut wood" (p.86). This view 
on comparative methodology has been shared by many comparativists, 
such as Raggatt (1982) and Kaplan (1964). 
Despite Farrell's (1979) claims that the comparability question 
should not form a serious obstacle to doing the sort of comparative 
education, it seems appropriate to briefly justify the choice of which 
countries or cultural settings are to be compared, as it is believed 
that it does no harm to this study. This eclectic attitude towards 
comparative studies in education is acceptable, as Eckstein (1986) 
explains, "varied and eclectic in subject matter, methods, -concepts, 
and theories, the field continues to perform ... (in Huesn et al 1986, 
p.858). Thus, it was decided that a brief justification on 
comparability of the countries involved in this study (that is, Hong 
Kong and Singapore) is desirable and that will be done in the 
following section. 
6 
Concerning substantive methodology, Farrell (1979) urges that 
there is no such thing as comparative methodology but rather 
comparative data to which a variety of analytical tools may be 
applied. In fact, the answer to the question "what is comparison?" is 
perhaps wortby of a doctoral dissertation. Comparativists like _Raivola 
' (1985) and Wirt (1980) have many ideas on the issue. Raivola (1985), 
for e x am pIe, t h inks t h a't "t h e log i ca 1 con c 1 u si 0 n 0 f a pro c e ss 0 f 
comparison is always a classification that is ... based ... on a 
definition of equivalence, the conditions for which are determined by 
the observer" (in Altbach and Kelly 1986 p.273). 
On procedure of comparison, Bereday (1964) introduced his four 
steps of comparative analysis. They are: description, interpretation" 
juxtaposition and comparison. The first two steps make up the so-
called . "area studies" and the latter two, "compaTative studies". 
Rossello (1963) points out , that many comparative studies simply 
present a particular country's education system or educational problem 
and leave the reader to make the juxtaposition and comparison (see 
Raivola 1985 in Altbach and Kelly 1986 p.261). 
In the essay "A Compa~ative Analysis of Undergraduate 
Professional Preparation in Physical Education in the United States 
and Canada (1960-1985)", Zeigler (1988) follows Bereday' s (1964) four . 
steps of comparison and analysed data from ten authorities in the 
U.S. and Canada by means of a questionnaire survey. In order to 
facilitate · interpretation, five questions were asked in the 
questionnaire: 1) What have been the strongest social influences 
( 
during each decade? 2) What changes have been made in the professional 
curriculum? 3) What developments have taken place in instructional 
methodology? 4) What other interesting or significant developments 
7 
have occurred (typically within higher education)? and 5) What is the 
greatest problem in professional preparation? These questions make up 
a typical example of a positivist approach to gathering data of social 
context from which PETE systems are interpreted. At the juxtaposition 
, ~ .. ... 
stage, eleven tentative hypotheses were postulated. Based on the 
J 
"textual" juxtaposition ·and "illustrative" comparison of data, the 
tentative hypotheses were justified. Three of the hypotheses concern 
curricular issues: 1) Canada has developed a greater subdisciplinary 
orientation in its curriculum than has the u.s. 2) Nonteaching, 
alternative-career options in degree programs have developed more 
rapidly in the u.S. 3) Enrollment levels in physical 
education/kinesiology programs ' have held up better in Canada. Witho~t 
doubt, this study was done in a systematic and sophisticated manner. 
It provides a good example for comparative researchers who favour a 
positivist approach. However, if the results of comparison can be made 
"reformative", this study will be more valuable. 
A well-known framework for guiding the collection, classification 
and juxtaposition of information in comparative physical education and 
~port, known as ASPECT Andrews Sport and Physical Education 
Comparative Taxonomy -has been introduced by John Andrews (1979b), 
president of F.I.E.P. (Federation Internationale d'Education 
Physique) . There are three general categories for sport, "known as 
sport in society, coaching and refereeing, and major problems, needs 
and future trends in sports. For physical education, there -are seven, 
namely, ' physical education in state schools and other state 
educational institutions, physical education in private schools and 
other private institutions independent of state system, physical 
8 
education In the armed services, publications and other resource 
materials, research in physical education, teacher preparation, and 
lastly, major problems, needs and future trends in physical education 
(Andrews 1979b in Simri 1979a). In each general category, there are 
sub-headings and --sub-topics. -The lis t undoubtedly provides a very good 
..... · 'r 
framework for general data collection for comparative analysis on PETE 
but 1t seems insufficient for intensive study on PETE curriculum in 
particular. 
Besides ASPECT, there are a number of similar taxonomies for 
comparative studies in physical education, such as Miller (197~), 
American Council for International Sports (ACIS) (1978), Bennett, 
Howell and Simri (1975), Ishikawa (1967), Zeigler et al (1971), and 
Howell - (1982). They are all . for general classifications and fail ·~to 
provide a usable framework for this study in particular. 
On Curriculum, Teacher Education Curriculum, and PETE -Curriculum 
According to Connelly and Lantz (1985), there is no consensus on 
the definition of "curriculum". Schubert (1986) has identified a 
number of "images" or "characterizations" of curriculum, they are: 1) 
curriculum as content or subject matter; 2) curriculum as a program of 
planned activities; 3) curriculum as intended learning outcomes; 4) 
curriculum as cultural reproduction; 5) curriculum as experience; 6) 
curriculum as discrete tasks _and concepts; 7) curriculum as an agenda 
for social reconstruction; 8) curriculum as "currere". 
The first image, curriculum as cont~nt or subject matter, holds 
_that curriculum is the subjects to be taught. The second image 
incorporates scope and sequence, interpretation and balance of subject 
matter, ' motivational devices, teaching techniques, and anything else 
9 
that can be planned in advance. The third image contends that 
curriculum should not be the activities but the intended learning 
outcomes. The fourth image holds that in any society or culture, 
curriculum is and should be a reflection of that culture. The fifth 
holds that educ~tional ends and means are inseparable parts of a 
.' .. .. 
single process, that is, the pupils' experience. The sixth sees 
curriculum as a set of tasks to be mastered, and these are assumed to 
lea~ to a prespecified end. The seventh holds that curriculum within 
school should provide an agenda of knowledge and values that guides 
pupils to improve society and the cultural institutions, beliefs, i aQd 
the activities that support it. The last image, where curriculum is 
put in its verb form, emphasizes the individual's own capacity to 
reconceptualize his or her autobiography. Curriculum in this image 
becomes a reconceivingof one's perspective on life. 
In discussing 'what should be taught in school, McNeil (1985) 
quotes Goodlad et al (1979) that there are five different curricula. 
They are ideal, formal, perceived, operational, and experiential 
curriculum. Ideal curriculum is recommended curriculum in which ideals 
and desirable directions in curriculum reflecting certain values and 
special interests are proposed. Formal curriculum is approved 
curriculum such as curriculum policies, guides, syllabi and texts ' 
sanctioned by the board as the legal authority for deciding what shall 
be taught and to what ends. Perceived curriculum is what the teachers 
perceive the curriculum to be. Operational ~ curriculum is what actually 
goes on in the classroom. Experiential curriculum consists of what 
s~udents derive from and think about the operational curriculum. 
10 
In a similar vein, Glatthorn (1987) introduces six types of 
curriculum. They are: recommended, written, taught, supported, tested, 
and learned curriculum. High compatibility is found between the 
classifications of curriculum by Goodlad (1979) and Glatthorn (1987), 
, ~ .. r. 
with the exception that in the former, there is no similar category 
for supported curriculum. ,Supported curriculum in the latter refers to 
the resources that support the cur~iculum. However, one might argue 
that operational curriculum involves the issue of resources that 
support the operation and hence includes the so-called support~d 
curriculum. 
Schubert (1986) introduces three paradigms in the curriculum 
inquiry: ' Perennial Analytic" Practical and Cri tical Praxis. T"h-e 
Perennial Analytic paradigm is based on Tyler's (1949) four basic 
questions on curriculum: 
1) What education~l purposes shoul~ the school seek to attain? 
2) How can learning experiences be selected and which are likely to 
be useful in attaining these objectives? 
3) How can learning experiences be organized for effective 
instruction? 
4) How can the effectiveness of learning experiences be 
evaluated (quoted from Schubert 1986: 171) ? 
The Practical paradigm is based on Schwab's elaboration on the 
practical approach to curriculum inquiry (Schwab, 1969, 1970, 1971, 
1973, 1983) which carries four predominant assumptions: 1) rhe source 
of problems is found in "a state of affairs", not in the abstract 
conjuring of researchers who tend to imagine similarities among 
situations that cannot be grouped together defensibly; 2) The method 
of p-ractical curriculum inquiry is "interaction" with the state of 
11 
affairs to be studied, rather than detached induction upon it and 
deduction about it; 3) The subject matter sought in the process of 
practical curriculum inquiry is "situational insight and 
understanding", instead of lawlike generalizations that extend across 
a wide range of situations; 4) The end of practical curriculum 
.. '" f •• 
inquiry is "increased capacity to act morally and effectively" in 
pedagogical situations, not primarily the generation of generalized, 
publishable knowledge (quoted from SChubert 1986: 289). 
In the practical paradigm, according to Schubert (1986) , 
"curriculum is defined as the continuous interaction among the four 
commonplaces: teachers, learners, subject matter, and milieu" (p301). 
Thus, ample knowledge on literature and direct experience are 
essential to the development of the three "arts of eclectic" as 
suggested by Schwab (1971) for carrying out practical curriculum 
inquiry. The three arts of eclectic are: 1) Matching knowledge and 
theory to situations; 2) Adapting knowledge and theory to situations; 
and 3) Anticipatory generation of alternatives and invention to meet 
unique situational needs. 
The third paradigm, Critical ~raxis, is a loosely connected one. 
It pertains to concerns from critical theorists such as 
reconceptualists and ieconstructionists. Schubert (1986) tries to' 
portray it by citing Klohr's (1980) nine commonalities ' of 
reconceptualist thought which he thinks can describe principles of 
reconstructionist thought as well. Klohr (1980) thinks that 
reconceptualists have the following characteristics: 1) hold organic 
and holistic views of people and their interdependence with nature; 
2) conceive of individuals as agents in the construction of knowledge; 
12 
3) draw heavily upon . a basis in experience and vallle personal 
knowledge as well as public knowledge; 4) recognize the important 
source that resides in preconscious knowledge; 5) draw upon a broader 
array of literature from the humanities than do most who work in the 
empirical-analytic paradigm; 6) value personal liberty and higher 
levels of c6risciousness; 7) value diversity and pluralism as means and 
ends; j 8) advocate the necessity of reconceptualizing social and 
political operations or processes; and finally 9) set forth new 
language forms to account for new ideas that could not be expressed in 
the conventional language of the day (adopted from Schubert 1986:324). 
Schubert (1986) prepares seven questions as examples of concerns 
of critical theorists in curriculum: 1) How is knowledge reproduced in 
schools? 2) What are the sources of knowledge that students acquire tn 
schools? 3) How do students and teachers resist or contest that which 
is conveyed through lived experience in schools? 4) What do students 
and teachers realize from their school experiences? In other words, 
what impact does school have on their outlook? 5) Whose interests are 
served by outlooks and skills fostered by schooling? 6) When served, 
do these interests move more in the direction of emancipation, equity, 
and social justice, or do they move in the opposite direction? 7) How 
can students be moved toward greater liberation, equity, and social 
justice? 
When looking into the three paradigms, one would notice each of 
them has its orientations to the meaning of curriculum as well as the 
methods of inquiry. Goodlad (1979) differentiates three kinds of 
phenomena embraced by curriculum as a field of study: 
"The first is 'substantive' and has to do with goals, subject 
matter, materials, and the like - the commonplaces of any 
13 
curriculum. Inquiry is into their nature and worth. The second 
is \political-social'. Inquiry involves the study of all those 
human processes ' through which some interests come to prevail 
, '- .. ~ 
over others so that these ends and means rather than others 
"; 
emerge. The third is ., \ technical-professional , . Curriculum 
inquiry examines those processes of group ' or individual 
engineering, logistics, and evaluation through which curricula 
are improved, installed, or replaced" (quoted from Goodlad in 
Husen et aI, 1985). 
Cheng (1987) points out that curricula in teacher education in . 
many countries are very similar in structure and usually comprise of 
four areas: a) educatiohal studies; b) specific subject studies; c) 
curriculum studies and teaching methods; and d) teaching practices 
(p.77). Landsheere (1985) also points out that teacher education 
curriculum usually comprises of four headings: a) general education; 
b) specific subject ~astery; c) psychology and education study; and d) 
applied education (teaching practice) (in Husen et al 1985 ' p.5005-
5007). Browne (1975), when discussing the pattern of stUdies in 
colleges of education, also makes a similar classification of 
components which comprises of a) education (educational studies); b) 
curriculum or professional studies (approach to and material ' of the 
curriculum of different age range); c) practice of teaching; and d) 
main subject study (in Golby etal,1975:483). Dove (1986) I 
particularly provides a framework for curriculum content of pre-
service initial teacher training. In the framework, content is divided 
int~-two parts, namely, teaching practice and subject matter, which is 
further subdivided into three categories: personal, professional and 
14 
I , ,~ •• 
pedagogical. Under the heading "personal", the concern 'viII be the 
students' mastery of the school curriculum content, as ~ell as the 
skills required tor independent study, enquiry, experiment-action, 
. ~ .. '. 
decision-making, problem solving and inter-personal communication. 
"Professional" refers to the part of facilitating students' 
understanding of the roles of education and teacher within society. In 
Cheng's (1987) term, this category may also be called "educational 
studies". For the category "pedagogical", students' competencies in . 
teaching will be the main issue. It is equivalent to, again in Cheng's 
(1987) term, the category of "curriculum studies and teaching 
methods " ... 
Nixon (1985) thinks that PETE programmes "should acquaint the 
(physical education) , major students with the standard objectives of 
physical education prqposed by individuals and formal organizations 
which are assessed as being current, thoughtful, and backed with 
evidence as to the efficacy of the claims they espouse" (in Vendien 
and Nixon 1985: 20).. Besides, they should provide students with a 
knowledge of "normative foundations" in physical education. This 
includes history, philosophy, and comparative physical · education, 
"which aid the teacher-coach more clearly to understand and receive 
guidance concerning the major goals of the society and of the . schools 
in which they teach, and the nature of the value system which is 
crucial to the purposes selected by teachers and coaches to guide 
their instruction and evaluation of the pupils" (p.21). Studies on 
socio-cultural, biological and psychological foundations in physical 
education are also very important and should be included in the 
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Freeman (1982) proposes four areas of experience within PETE 
curriculum: personal skills in sport; teaching and coaching skills; 
general theory including normative, technical and professional 
~-
knowledge as " ~ell as some knowledge in other areas to better pr~ctice; 
and finally the practicum. 
It is believed that the proposals of both Nixon (1985) and 
Freeman (1982) can only be applicable to the contexts which are 
similar to the U.S. in which PETE programmes are usually specialist's 
programmes so that physical education subject matter dominates the 
curriculum content. In this sense, these proposals are not suitable 
for the purpose of t~is study because Hong Kong PETE curriculum is 
basically implemented within the realm of the Teacher Certifica~e 
course which seems to be a generalist's course. 
On PETE Curriculum in a Comparative Perpsective 
. Perhaps the richest source of literature on -the topic of 
, comparative PETE curricula is from the series of publications by the 
International Society on Comparative Physical Education and Sport 
(ISCPES). Up to 1989, there were in total six volumes of conference 
proceedings published. There are also publications from . other major 
international organizations in the field of Physical Education and ' 
Sport, such as the International Council of Sport Science and Physical 
Education (ICSSPE); International Association for Physical Education 
in Higher Education (AIESEP); International Federation of Adapted 
Physical Activity (IFAPA); International Federation of Physical 
Education (FIEP); International Association of Physical Education and 
Sport for Girls -and Women (IAPESGW); International Committee on Sport 
Pedagogy (ICSP) ; and the International Council for Health, Physical 
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Simri (1979b) criticized three "comparative studies" on PETE 
programmes saying that they were not comparative studies but 
descriptive studies only. In addition, Simri (1979b) discovered some 
mistakes the studies made with respect to interpretation, 
juxtapqsition and comparison of data. This article reminds us that 
these mistakes in comparative studies can and should be avoided so it 
IS valuable for reference. 
Vieira da Rosa and Shields (1986) presented a paper titled "A 
comparative Study of Physical Education Professional Preparatiort 
Programs in Brazil and the United States" in which student selection, 
qualifications of teaGher educators and curriculum requirements are 
the three major issues. Among the three issues, the last one seems to 
have much relevance to this study. However, as the PETE curricula are 
I 
so varied both within and between the countries, one possible 
conclusion is drawn. It is: " ... a ' more varied and in-depth approach is 
' taken in the training of teachers at the undergraduate level in the 
United states while skill development, skill proficiency, and 
preparation for the teaching skill seem to be the primary focus of 
most undergraduate institutions in Brazil" (p.123). This article, 
including tables, list of references, interpretation as well as , 
comparison, is too brief and is far from satisfactory for reference. 
Standeven's (1987) article "Curricular Models in Physical 
Education: ' Professional Preparation or Gen-er.al Education - Sponsored 
or Contest Mobility" attempts to claim that the 4-year physical 
education program offered by her college meets Peters' (1966) criteria 
as "educationally worthwhile activities". Standeven (1987) emphasizes 
that -her physical education curriculum is a range of experiences, 
rather than a ' range of specific activities. She tries to persuade her 
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readers that there is significant difference between her curriculum 
and that of others, by presenting a comparison of her curriculum with 
two other curricula. The comparison was done by students engaged in an 
exchange programme and she admits the comparison has many limitations. 
At th"e end of her article, she introduces Turner's (1960) framework 
for analysing differences 'in curricula: sponsored and contest mobility 
and - .she implicitly claims that her curriculum is in harmony with the 
trend in England that moves from a sponsored-based ' society to a 
contest-based society. In the article, the part of describing the 
comparative study is too brief for comment. However, the discussions 
on Peters' (1966) and Turner's (1960) ideas are valuable. In addition, 
her serious attitude towards curricular issues should be credited 
regardless of whether or not her views are acceptable. 
In another study, Hatano (1989) surveyed a number of colleges and 
universiti~s in the United States and Japan and collected information 
on different physical education and sports programmes. At the end of 
the article, Hatano (1989) . concluded that "a comparative study of 
physical education and sports .... would provide not only interesting 
information but also a valuable insight indicating the strong and weak 
points of any systems and hence, constructive criticism" (p.25) .As it ' 
is believed that the conception of strong and weak is interpreted in 
relative terms it is difficult to say some points are strong or weak 
without careful interpretations that are based on empathetic 
understanding. In the article, little interpretation can be found. 
Moreover, the topics for the U.S. survey are different from that of 
the Japanese survey. Generally speaking, this study can be regarded as 
a report of two area studies without interpretation and at its best it 
has reached the "informative" level only. 
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Despite the criticisms made, Hatano's (1989) article does provide 
some useful insights. Firstly, there is a detailed list for the 
"required lecture courses :in the U.S. professional PE programs". It 
reminds us.,. tha t "lecture courses fI may ' be di f f eren t f rOlll the 
"theore/tical courses". Secondly, it reminds us that there is no 
"typical" programme that can be regarded as "the US professional 
physiGal education programme" and hence the word "selected" in the 
title of this study is deemed necessary. Thirdly, the ranking of 
"basketball" in the lists of "required activities in the professional' 
physical education curriculum" for both men and women is tenth only, 
which IS far behind fplk dance (rank 2 for both sexes), badminton, 
corrective P.E. and volleyball. The reason for · the unexpected 
relationship between popularity of a particular sport in the society 
l 
and its rank in the required list of a professional physical education 
program is interesting enough to call for explanations and 
' interpretations. 
Low (1977), formerly Director of Physical Education at . the 
University of Hong Kong, wrote an article titled "The training of 
Physical Education Teachers in Singapore and Hong Kong" . . This four-
page article outlines the general countenance of PETE in Singapore and 
Hong Kong in the early seventies and is the only piece of work that 
could be found in comparative PETE in Singapore and Hong Kong. 
Although in the article there is some information on contents of 
courses, it is outdated and is too brief for reference in this study .. 
Another article comes from the report of Zhao and Shiro (1988), 
who have compared the PETE curricula in some of the national 
univers.ities in China and Japan. They concluded that it is the 
countries' development and education and not their ideologies that 
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make the difference in the curricula. Moreover, the PETE curricula 
should undergo changes in order to meet the social needs. 
A few points are noteworthy here. Firstly, according to Stenhouse 
(1977), co~~~rative education should be used to illuminate the 
particular. However, in Zhao and Shiro's (1988) study, a general 
statement has been made despite the ,fact that the sample (China and 
Japan) and the scope (PETE curricula) of the study are very limited. 
Secondly, as similar studies are hardly found elsewhere, this study as 
an example of comparative study in PETE curricula is worth referring 
to. In the study, some arrangements such as the reclassification of 
subjects . . and the unification of the subjects' names in the twri 
countries have been made in order to make the data comparable. This 
procedure is, as Miller (1979) has termed, matching the data. There 
are eleven areas for comparison: physical education theory subjects, 
health theory subjects, sport theory subjects, sport training 
subjects, physical education teaching methodology and practice, 
graduate study of graduate paper, required credits and teacher's 
qualification, proportions of categories, course varieties, class 
varieties and subjects of general category. By studying these topics, 
we can see that the meaning of the word "curriculum" in this study is 
oriented to "planned programme", which coincides with what have been 
labelled by Schubert (1986), the "Perennial Analytic" paradigm. 
Throughout the study, however, no substanti~e suggestions have been 
made. According to King (1965), it is the "reformative" instead of the 
"informative" and "analytical" aspect of comparative education which 
makes the field contribute most. This study will be more valuable if 
some suggestions had been made. 
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One more point should be highlighted that In the study, 
curriculum purpose (to train physical education teachers to be able to 
equip their pupils with skills and knowledge for everybody and 
lifetime sports) is clearly viewed as a function of social needs. 
However, the study does not say to what extent the issues of 
identification and nurturing of elite athletes influence the PETE 
curricula. As Fu (1990) has pointed out, in China (PRC), "sport has 
been used as a political tool to gain international recognition and 
build more unity among people in the PRC since 1949" (p.14), whether 
or not this issue has been viewed as a "social need", the impact of 
this ideological 
underestimated. 
or political factor seems to have been 
In the afore-mentioned article (Fu 1990), titled "Delivery of 
Physical Education and Sport Programs in the PRC and Hong Kong: 
Comparative Analysis", 
included. Nevertheless, 
sections on teacher preparation have been 
there is little concern for curriculum in 
particular and further reference is less likely. 
In Vendien and Nixon's (1985) book - "Physical Education Teacher 
Education", some physical education professional preparation 
programmes from eleven U.S. institutions of higher education have been 
presented. They are presented with similar topics, namely, programme 
goals, screening and admission, concentration of studies and 
curriculum (content), field experience, student teaching, systems of 
evaluation and output (placement). In the presentations, all writers 
view curriculum as "a programme of study" comprised of a 
courses. This ·again coincides with the "Perennial Analytic" 
labelled by Schubert (1986). How~ver, data presented in the 






although there is a chapter overviewing researches on PETE, there IS 
no comparative stlldies on PETE curricula reported despite the fact 
that some programme evaluation studies as well as some works on 
" . ', 
development or description of programme models in foreign countries 
have been mentioned. 
In 1981, a report of a large scale investigation on the world's 
) 
teacher education system was published by the UNESCO (Gimeno & Ibanez 
(ed) 1981). The study was not for PETE in particular but teacher 
education curriculum, training time and common elements within the 
curricula are the maIn issues. In the study, much work had to be done 
on unification of subje'ct names and on calculations of teachers' prinr> 
education in term of number of years before entering the teacher 
education system. More recently, Kurian's (1988) World Education 
Encyclopedia also made a similar effort. However, besides the fact 
that these studies show some difficulties in gathering as well as 
matching the data, they show the futility of making practical use of 
the data because of its lack of interpretations within nations as well 
as comparisons among nations. More importantly, data are usually not 
up-to-date and are not usable for reference in this study. 
Studies of a similar kind for Asian countries are many, such as, 
Wong (1976): Teacher Education in ASEAN; Delaney & Chan (1971) The 
Education and Professional Training of Secondarv School Teacher in 
Hong Kong; UNESCO (1970): Curriculum Development in Teacher Education 
in Asia; UNESCO (1972) :Research and Development In Teacher Education 
In Asia; UNESCO (1976) :Exploring New Directions in Teacher Education; 
Asian Institute for Teacher Educators (1970) :Teacher Education 
-------------------
Curriculum; Asian Institute for Teacher Educators (1972a) :Integration 
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and Modernization of Teacher Education Curriculum; Asian Institute for 
Teachers Educators (1972b) :Teacher Education In Asia. All these 
articles have something in common. Firstly, they are not particularly 
for PETE. Secondly, even if the fo~us of some of them is on teacher 
education curriculum, very often they view curriculum as a list of 
course content and do not analyse it in terms of objectives, content, 
organ~zation and evaluation. Obviously, comparisons are lacking. 
Thirdly, it seems that no studies on teacher education curriculum at 
regional level were done in the eighties. Finally, and perhaps most 
importantly, that for the purpose of this study, little usable data 
can be referred to as far as PETE curriculum IS concerned. To 
conclude, comparative studies of PETE curricula are lacking in Asia In 
particular. 
Nevertheless, area studies in general PETE are many. Recent 
studies are: Ocansey and Kodzi (1988); Beran (1985); Buswell and 
Escott-Allen (1989); Jewett (1990); Ukah (1989); Betrao (1990); 
Adedoja (1986), and Laporte (1987). All these concern PETE in general 
and do not concern PETE curriculum in particular. 
In sum, the literature reviewed in this section shows that: 
1) The usage of "curriculum" in most of the reviewed studies is 
wanting. 
2) Most of the reviewed studies that claimed to be comparative studies 
fail to do comparison. 
3) Among those studies which have done some comparison fail to reach 




This study intends to look into the "substantive", as Goodlad 
(1979) has : termed, and to examine the nature and worth of the PETE 
curricula, thus the word "curriculum" used here is best defined as 
Good (1973) suggests, "a systematic group of courses or sequences of 
subjects required for graduation or certification in a major field of 
study, for example, social studies curriculum, physical education 
curriculum" (the first out of the three definitions on p.157). In 
fact, this choice of definition of curriculum is in line with what 
Lynth and Plunkett (1973) suggest, "the substantive character of 
teacher education is inherent in a programme or series of programmes 
comprising a curriculum" (quoted). 
This definition includes a mixture of at least two curricular 
images as suggested by Schubert (1986), that is, the images of 
curriculum as subject matter and a programme of planned activities. 
The intent of the image of curriculum as "subject matter" is, as 
Schubert (1986) describes, "to explicate clearly the network of 
subjects taught, interpretations given to those subjects, prerequisite 
knowledge for studying certain subjects, and a rationale for the ways 
in which all subjects at a particular level of school fit together and 
provide what is needed at that level. Needs may be defined by 
programmatic labels such as college preparatory, commercial 
curriculum ... " (p.26), and in this study, PETE. 
Schubert (1986) uses a teacher education programme . as an example 
in the elaboration of the intent of viewing curriculum as a programme 
of planned activities. Schubert (1986) thinks that the intent is to 
see that certain activities are delivered to students so that purposes 
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can be fulfilled. However, it must be noted that plans can be written 
or unwritten, and this study will mainly focus on the written ones . 
Thus, "curriculum" here refers to what Goodlad (1979) has termed, 
. ~ "' .. 
the "formal curriculum", or that of Glatthorn (1987), the "written" or 
the "official" curriculum. Descriptions on the meanings of these 
terminologies have been made in the section of "Review of Literature" 
and they are not going to be repeated here. 
Physical education 
According to Andrews (1979a), physical education is "essentially 
a pro c e ss, on e 0 f a f a,m i 1 y 0 f pro c e s s est hat ma k e up e d u cat ion. Th is 
",,-":-.-
definition draws heavily on Peters' concept of education as a family 
of processes .... Because physical education is an integral part of 
education its activities must be selected and directed by the same 
criteria as education. It follows also that .... PE must both make its 
unique contribution and share many of the aims of education as a 
whole" (p.14). 
The unique contribution that physical education has to make to 
general education, according to Jenny (1961), is "that of general body 
development through physical activity" (p.5). 
Barrow (1977) defines physical education as "education through 
big-muscle play activity such as sports, exercise, and dance, where 
education's objectives may be achieved in part .. " (p.18-19). 
Freeman (1982), in his discussion on definitions of physical 
education, raises the following points about physical education: 
"First, physical education is conducted through physical means - that 
is, there is some sort of physica~ activity involved. This physical 
activity is usually, though not always, moderately vigorous; it is 
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concerned with gross motor movements; and the skills involved do not 
have to be very finely developed or of high quality for tIle benefits 
to be gained by the student. Finally, although the means of the 
educational methods - that is, the process by which the students gains 
these benefits - is physiqal, the benefits for the student include 
improvements or changes in such nonp~ysical areas within the spectrum 
of ed-ucational development as intellectual, social, and aesthetic 
growth. In other words, physical education seeks to develop each 
person's whole being by the use of physical means, which is a 
characteristic that physical education shares with no other area of 
education" (p.4). ,'''0-
In Chinese dictionaries, "sport" is always interpreted as 
physical exercises. The word "competitive" is always added in front of 
the word "sport" when Freeman's concept of sport IS referred to. In 
Hong Kong, sport and physical education are often used 
interchangeably. For example, the Chinese translation of "Yan .Oi Tong 
Indoor Sports Centre" is "Yan Oi Tong Indoor Physical Education 
Centre", and that of the "Hong Kong Sports Institute" is "Hong Kong 
Physical Education Institute". 
With the above distinction between physical education and 
borne in mind, we may now attempt to define physical education 




unable to denote the unique characteristics ' of physical education 
because it only highlights the relationship between education and 
physical education. Barrow's (1977) definition of physical education 
restricts the means of physical education to "big-muscle play 
activity". In many countries like China and Japan, some sport 
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, ' " . 
activities do not involve "big-muscle play activity", for example 
archery and shooting. They are recognized sports which might be 
introduced into the school physical education curriculum. Moreover, 
according to this definition, physical activities such as watching a 
video programme on teaching how to swim or sitting an examination for 
a coaching certificate cannot be regarded as physical education 
activities. It is believed that many physical educators may disagree 
with this. Freeman's (1982) definition (that is, physical activity 
with an educational goal) does not have the above-mentioned problems. 
Also, "physical activity" does include most, if not all, activities 
that human beings can perform~ This definition also confirms the p~ 
relationship between education and physical education which is that 
"physical education is one of the family of processes which make up 
education". 
In this study, Freeman's (1982) definition will be adopted, that 
"physical education is physical activity with an educational goal". 
1.4) JUSTIFICATIONS ON THE COMPARABILITY OF HONG KONG AND SINGAPORE 
This study intends to compare Hong Kong and Singapore's PETE 
curricula. As this involves teacher education, comparability IS best 
justified through an examination of the affecting elements of teacher 
education. The most significant affecting elements of teacher 
education, according to Landsheere (1985), will be the level of 
economic development, social context, local culture, and history. 
As far as economic development is concerned, Hong Kong IS 
corn par a b let 0 the 0 the r t h r e e " lit t led rag 0 n s 0 f As i a" 0 f 'v hi ch 
Singapore is one. There are also ,many similarities in the social 
context" culture and history of Hong Kong and Singapore. This can be 
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shown by the fact that Hong Kong is basically a Chinese society with 
strong British influence while Singapore is more multi-cultural 
Chinese, Malaysian, and Indian but also witll strong British influence. 
The most significant features are that, as a result of being or having 
been British colonies for a ,long time, they use English as an official 
langu~ge and they also model their ' educational systems after the 
British. Naturally, the latter directly influences the teacher 
education in these two societies. For example, the entry requirements . 
of teacher training in~titutes are set at either Ordinary and/or 
Advanced level qualifications which is one of the features of the 
British ~ducational system. This is the main reason for choosini~ 
Singapore and not Taiwan as subject of comparison. 
Another reason for choosing Singapore is the feasibility of the 
study. First, language is a point to consider. In many Asian countries 
like Japan and Korea, the literature and documents are inaccessible to 
the researcher because they use their own languages. In Singapore, 
however, most people speak English and some Chinese dialects such as 
Cantonese and Mandarin which can be readily understood by this 
researcher. Second, unlike some big countries where teacher education 
systems may vary In different regions, those in Hong Kong and 
Singapore are nation-wide. Third, the location of Singapore enables 
the author to visit for a longer time and travelling expenses are 
reasonable. In conclusion, when economic development, social context, 
culture, history as well as personal resources are taken into 
consideration, Singapore would seem to be a good choice. 
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1.5) SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
The title of this study suggests that PETE curricula in Hong Kong 
and Singapore will be the foci of the study. Indeed, this study will 
be restricted to the pre-service initial secondary PETE crirricula . 
only. The reason is that there are different kinds of PETE curricula 
and the study should have some focus. Secondly, most activities 
concerning the development of sport and physical education in Hong , 
Kong relate more to the secondary sector and therefore it is believed 
that a study of secondary PETE curricula would be more productive. -
Thirdly, the majority of physical education teachers In Hong Kong have 
gone through initial pre-service training before entering the, 
... -~ . -
profession and as further training opportunities are very limited this 
may cause the initial pre-service training to be the last formal 
training for them. Consequently, the impact of the initial pre-
service PETE curricula on the whole physical education teaching force 
is the greatest. Because of this, the study has been limited to this 
aspect of PETE curricula. 
"Curricula" is referred here as the "formal curricula" of the -
PETE programmes. According to Goodlad (1979), formal curricula are 
those approved by the authorities and exist in the form of printed 
materials, such as prospectuses, syllabi, handbooks, brochures, 
guides, reports, and the like. These are the "substantive" of 
curriculum on which the focus of this study lies. 
In this study, all printed materials that can be concluded in 
this category will be consulted. The most important ones are the 
Institute of Education Annual Report 1989/1990, College of Physical 
Education Prospectus 1989, Colleges of Education Student's Handbook 
1989-91 and Colleges of Education Guidebook. 
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· 1'arge t cllrricula are those from t he Hong Kong two-yea r full- time 
Teacher Certificate Programme and the Singapore two-year full-time 
Diploma in Physical Education Programme. They are basically providing 
the only initial pre-service secondary physical education teacher 
training programmes in these · two places and are in use at present (in 
the period of 1988-91). Curricular items being investigated will be 
those entailed in the "Perennial Analytical Paradigm" labelled by 
Schubert (1986). They are: purpose, content, organization and 
evaluation. Detailed elaborations on these will be made In the 
sections that follow. 
1.6) METHOD OF THE STUDY 
Framework of the Study 
The study basically follows Bereday's (1964) four steps of 
comparative analysis. These four steps are: description, 
interpretation, juxtaposition, and comparison. The first two steps 
make up the "area studies" and the last two, the "comparative 
studies". The step "description" is to explain the data collected from 
Hong Kong and Singapore. Where possible, description of the data will 
stick to their original forms so that distortion can be minimized. The 
sequence of presentation throughout the study will be purpose, 
content, organization and evaluation. For descriptions on content and 
organization, Dove's (1986) framework for content and structure of 
initial teacher training programmes will be followed. In this 
framework, content and organization can be analysed according to the 
four areas suggested by Dove (1986). They are professional, teaching 
practice, personal and pedagogical. More elaborations on this 
framework can be found in the section of "Review of Literature"." 
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Interpretation will be based on the issues of the four items 
composed of ~'ihat Schubert (1986) has labelled "the Perennial Analytic 
Paradigm". These issues are again brought forward by Schubert (1986) 
and ~vill be explained in detail in the section of "framework for 
analysis" that follows. 
Juxtaposition involves 
regarded as "preliminary 
a preliminary matching of data and IS 
comparison". Accordingly, some re-
arrangements of the data have to be made in order to make them match 
with one another. Here, Dove's (1986) framework of initial teacher 
education training programmes will be adopted. This framework divides 
the said ·programmes into four parts, namely, personal, professional 1~ 
pedagogical and teaching practice and has been elaborated in the 
section of "Review of Literature". Further explanations on the aspect 
of juxtaposition can be found at the beginning of chapter 4. 
At the comparison stage, this study will attempt to identify the 
similarities and differences between the curricula. As it is not going 
to draw any generalizable statements on PETE curriculum at large, the 
formation of hypothesis after the step of juxtaposition has been 
omitted. In comparing the data, the so-called "problem approach" will 
be adopted. The central feature of this approach IS on the demerit of . 
the quantitative methods and the acceptance of a more interpretive 
approach. Discussions on this approach can be found in Holmes (1986), 
Epstein (1983), and King (1968). This interpretive approach is also in 
use in the field of curriculum studies. Eisner (1977), for example, 
introduces what he calls "educational connoisseurship" which refers to 
"the art of appreciating the educationally significant" and 
"referential adequacy" which refers to the "checking to see if 
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critical observations and interpretations are empirically grounded, 
allowing readers to experience the evaluated phenomenon in a new and 
better h'ay" (from Schubert 1986: 274). For Eisner (1985) and this 
researcher, preference will be given to "referential adequacy" rather 
than scientific validity in educational studies. 
At the end of the study, a discussion on the results of the 
comparison, as well as some suggestions for a change of the PETE 
curriculum will be made in order to contribute to the "reformative" 
aspect of comparative education. This also makes the study not merely ' 
what Eisner (1985) calls an "educational criticism" where appreciation 
of educationally signijicant is made "public through description, . 
interpretation, and assessment" (Eisner 1985 in Schubert 1986: 274). 
As to the belief that "users of curriculum analysis are not bound 
to monolithic views but are expected to choose from various 
educational theories and views that are reflected in different 
available schemes" (Ariav 1989, pp195), the analysis as well as the 
discussions and recommendations will frequently refer to the ideas of 
authorities in the field of curriculum in general and curriculum for 
teacher education with respect to physical education in particular. 
Examples are those from Tyler (1949), Schubert (1986), McNeil (1985), 
Bain (1990), Dove (1986) and many others. 
Framework for Analysis And Interpretation 
According to Ariav (1989), curriculum analysis is the systematic 
examination of curricula with respect to a set of concrete concerns. 
This set of concerns, or "scheme", provides a conceptual framework 
that guides the analysis. Such analysis may function "to illuminate 
the instrinsic educational worth of a curriculum, to reveal its 
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implicit underlying paradigm and value base, to shed light on its 
possible strengths and weaknesses, and to unearth its social and 
personal meaning. . . . . It centres on the required or desirable overt 
features in curricula and examines the extent to which they are absent 
or present ..... [and] deals mainly with materials before they are 
used in the classroom" (p.194-196). 
C~rricular items that are going to be analysed in this study, as 
has been mentioned earlier, are those laid in what Schubert (1986) has 
labelled, the "dominant paradigm" or the "Perennial Analytic paradigm" . 
which derived from Tyler (1949). They are purpose, content, 
organization and evaluation. The appropriateness of the adoption of 
this paragidm can be shown for example by Goodlad (1979), who urges 
that "it IS almost impossible to deal with curricular issues 
comprehensively, whatever a person's philosophical perspective, 
without discussing the (Tyler's) four commonplaces (goals, learning 
activities, organization, and evaluation)" (p.1142). Vonk (1984) also 
believes that views on the aims, the contents and the methods of 
training are determining factors for effective teacher education 
programmes (p.3). Landsheere (1985) even urges that "any teacher 
education should always come back to four basic questions and should 
offer opportunities to pose them In a great variety of educational 
situations .. " (in Husen et al 1985: 5004-5005). Following this 
paradigm, Nicholls and Nicholls (1978) have pr~pared a diagram for the 
relationships of the elements of a curriculum (p.16): 
~ Objectives~ 
content ~ 1 ~ methods 
~evaluation .~ 
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Following the terminologies used by Schubert (1986), elements of 
the curricula for analysis and their relationship in this study will 
be: 
~purposes r: ~ t-----' content ( - 0 0 ; organization 
~ evaluation / 
Here, it must be emphasized that the use of different terms in 
the dIagrams does not mean that there are rigid distinctions between 
them; rather, it indicates a looser interpretation of the terms that 
is not mutually exclusive. At the same time, the term "organization" 
seems to be more suitable for our scheme of "formal" curricula. 
McNeil (1985) believes that the decision about what should be~ 
taught is a decision about curriculum purposes and goals. Our 
discussion will begin with purpose. However, Schubert (1986) has 
reminded us that "his [Tyler's] categories of purposes, learning 
experiences, organization, and evaluation are intended to be analytic 
topics and not necessarily prescriptive directives" (p.189). McNeil's 
(1985) quotation on Purves' (1975) description of curriculum as "a 
game board" explains this. ~lcNeil (1985) wrote "Purves' rules 
indicate that a player may start with any piece, just as long as all 
the pieces are picked up. His next rule is that all pieces must be 
perceived in some relationship to one another. Activities should 
relate to objectives and theories of learning. A final rule is that 
there are several ways to win the game" (p.109). Nicholls and 
Nicholls (1978) also remind us that "the four aspects are closely 
interrelated and changes to anyone aspect may affect all the others" 
(p.16). Although the analysis starts with curriculum purpose, it must 
be pointed out that it is not the regulation of the "game". 
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Elaboration on Curriculum Purpose 
Schubert (1986) suggests four orientations to the form in which 
curricular purposes are stated, they are: global, behavioural, 
evolving and . expressive. Global purposes are designed to provide 
educators with general, prescriptive guidelines. Implementation of 
these purposes should look 'quite different, depending upon different 
circumstances. Behavioural purposes are those very specific statements 
for which an end result, or terminal behaviour, is stated in 
observable terms. Evolving purposes are pupil-centred and open-ended ' 
purposes, they are not necessarily stated objectives. Through the 
experience of teacher-pupil interaction (such as dialogue) a sense of 
,.,-"::- .-
direction will be created so that capacity for growth is increased. 
Expressive purposes are non-purposes. Advocates of this form of 
"purpose" assume that it is sometimes desirable just to provide 
activities for pupils without prespecification or a clear idea of what 
the outcome will be. 
Schubert (1986) quotes Tyler (1949) that there are three sources 
of data which can be used for developing curricular purposes: study of 
learners, study of contemporary life outside the school, and 
suggestions from subject matter specialists. In brief, Schubert (1986) 
thinks that learner needs, social needs and disciplines of knowledge 
are the criteria for selecting purposes. He asserts that "these three 
sources of purposes are not distinct alternatives; rather, they are to 
be weighed for their relevance to situational needs" (Schubert 1986: 
196) . 
Schubert (1986) introduces five criteria for the process of the 
development of curriculum purposes~ They are representation, clarity, 
defensibility, consistency, and feasibility. Representation involves 
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two dimensions. One is representation of persons who generate 
substantive criteria for selecting purposes. The other is the balance 
of substantive criteria themselves. The other four criteria are self-
explanatory and are not elaborated any further. 
Regardless of form, all $tatements of purpose have a substantive 
orientation. Schubert (1986) presents four general categories of 
curricular purposes: socialization, achievement, personal growth and 
social change. Socialization refers to the intent to use curriculum to 
induct the pupil into the ways of living in a . society or · culture. 
Achievement refers to scores on examinations. Personal growth 
pertains to pupil's matuiity. Social change relates to the intent that p~ 
curriculum can and should lead the way to social improvement. These 
four categories, as Schubert (1986) explained, are not necessarily 
independent of each other, nor can they describe all purposes but 
provide an analytic direction for studying different orientations to 
curriculum purposes. However, it is believed that the orientation of 
the curriculum purposes reflects that data source which the curriculum 
favours more. 
To sum up, there are a number of issues for the analysis of 
curriculum purposes. They are: 
1) What are the major orientations to the form of the purposes being 
stated? 
2) What are the major substantive criteria for selecting purposes? 
3) What are the major procedural criteria for selecting purposes? 
4) What are the substantive purposes? 
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Elaboration on Curriculum Content 
Schubert (1986) indicates that curriculum content has three 
orientations: content as subject matter, content as learning 
activities, an~ content as learning experience. Traditionally, content 
has been treated as knowledge to be disseminated from educators to 
learners. This traditional ' way of viewing content is subject matter 
oriented. However, as the activity approach in education becomes 
popular, content as learning activities is quite widely accepted. 
People having this orientation believe that activities are observable 
therefore some experience is ensured. In contrast, with subject 
matter it is difficult to see if it has been assimilated or if any . 
experience has taken place. Secondly, the people with the learning 
activities orientation seems to recognize the active, social nature of 
learners. The third orientation to content, that is, content as 
learning experience, focuses on the interaction between the learner 
and external conditions. Although Tyler (1949) argued that "learning 
experience is not the same as the content with which a course deals 
nor the activities performed by the teachers" (p.63), Schubert (1986) 
believes it is perhaps best to differentiate them as different 
positions on content. 
In teacher education curriculum, content oriented to learning 
activities IS often found in the performance-based or competency-
based teacher education (PBTE/CBTE) curricula. Taylor (1978) and many 
other scholars (e.g. Houston in Husen et al 1985; Cheng 1987) have 
discussed the PBTE/CBTE at length. However, for some other teacher 
education curricula, content oriented to subject matter is · still very 
popular. Schubert (1986) points out that "the most traditional 
example of content as subject matter is found in the lecture. That 
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which is lectured about is the subject matter to be remembered" 
(p.213). As a typical example of content as experIence, "school 
experience" in teacher education curriculum is also playing an 
important role in teacher education especially in initial teacher 
training. In fact, in teacher education curriculum, content as 
learning activities, learning experience, and subject matter learning 
co-exist. The concern here will be which orientation is favoured more. 
Another concern Schubert (1986) suggests for curriculum content 
is the criteria for selecting content. Schubert (1986) discusses eight 
areas, and urges that "decisions about what content should be offered 
rest on many influ~nces" (p.217). In this study, an effort will be pu~~ 
on identifying the major criteria for selecting content. 
The last concern for curriculum content, according to Schubert 
(1986), IS the image of it. Schubert (1986) refers to "image" as 
"characterization" which denotes "a broader conceptualization than the 
label for a thing (definition)" (p.26). To sum up, issues for analysis 
of curriculum content are: 
1) What are the major orientations to curriculum contents? 
2) What are the major reference for selecting curriculum contents? 
3) What are the images of the curriculum contents? 
Elaboration on Curriculum Organization 
Schubert (1986) identifies four issues on organization. They are: 
scope, sequence, learning environment and instruction (including 
models of teaching and arrangements for instruction). However, 
according to the definition of "curriculum" for this study (group of 
courses required for graduation), the last two issues seem irrelevant 
here. It was decided that they are to be omitted in this study. This 
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practice does not bring about too much deficit, as Klein (1985) 
suggests in a discussion on separate subject design of curriculum, 
that "two concepts are particularly important to the organization of 
.' " " 
content: scope and sequence. Sequence refers to the vertical 
organization of the content~ ..... Scope refers to the horizontal 
arrangement of content" (in Husen et al 1985: 1165). Schubert (1986) 
also asserts that "organization ... includes the problems of scope or 
range and depth of curriculum offerings and issues about sequence or 
how to order the content. Whether content is considered subject 
matter, activities, or experiences, scope ~nd sequence are crucial 
organizational decisions" (p.233). 
According to Schubert (1986), scope of curriculum can be 
reflected in the forms of separate subjects, broad fields, projects, 
core, and integration. Each of which has special characteristics, 
strength and weaknesses. Moreover, Schubert (1986) proposes some 
criteria for the determining of sequence. They are: textual 
presentation, educator preference, structure of the disciplines, 
learner interest, learning hierarchies, and developmental 
appropriateness. Elaborations of these issues on scope and sequence 
are rich and can be found in Schubert (1986). 
In the study, organization will be analysed according to the 
following: 
1) In terms of scope, how are the curriculum contents organized? 
2) In terms of sequence, how are the curriculum contents 
organized? 
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Elaboration on Curriculum Evaluation 
According to Schubert (1986) f "evaluation is the attempt to 
assess or judge the worth of students and educational practices, 
materials, or .programs. It can serve as a starting point, an end, or a 
means of continuous monitoring and renewal of curriculum. Its purposes 
can be as narrow as gradirig and assessing students or as broad as 
program improvement. Methods of evaluation may be the traditional 
experimental or quasi-experimental study or more recently developed 
qualitative or ethnographic portrayals" (p.42). In other ' words, 
Schubert (1986) is concerned with two issues for curriculum 
evaluation: purposes and , methods of evaluation. 
Schubert (1986) points out that curriculum evaluation in the 
United States has moved through several stages beginning with an 
emphasis on grading, marking and judging, followed by the 'measurement 
movement 1 , the Eight Year Study, and proceeding to different 
functional directions such as curriculum and programme improvement, 
large-scale perspectives and trends, evaluation for accountability and 
evaluation for decision and action. Each of these more or less 
indicates some reasons for conducting evaluation and accordingly 
different types of evaluation emerge. In this respect, Schubert (1986) 
discusses some approaches to evaluation. They are: goal-based, goal-
free, naturalistic, criticism, teacher-as-researcher, theorizing, and 
responsive evaluation. 
For measurement and evaluation of physical education in 
particular, Kirkendall Gruber and Johnson (1987) introduce some 
possible purposes and methods. Possible purposes are: status 
determination, classification into groups, selection of few from many, 
motivation, maintenance of standards, furnishing educational 
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experience, and conducting research. On method or approach of 
evaluation, they introduce three dimensions: summative-formative, 
product-process and criterion-norm referenced. 
Schubert (1986) points out that the terms summative and formative 
evaluation were originated ,by Scriven (1967). Summative evaluation 
refers to a final 
evaluation provides 
still progressing. 
appraisal of a programme whereas formative 
information to guide the programme while it is 
For the second dimension as suggested by Kirkendall et al (1987), 
that is, product versus process evaluation, some discussion in more 
detail is , necessary. This is because the meaning of "process" varies·''''-
especially for practical areas in physical education. Assumming in a 
gymnastics class, for example, all students can perform, say, a cart 
wheel, the final grading of students will refer to the "process" of 
performing. This practice is quite common in physical education 
programmes, where performance is assessed from quite different 
viewpoints from that of sport. Speed in running, for example, may not 
and perhaps should not, be the only criteron for evaluation as it is 
in the world of sport. According to Kirkendall et al (1987), "runner's 
foot plant, arm swing, length of stride, body lean, and so forth" 
(p.10) are criteria for process evaluation. All these are believed to 
be crucial for a physical education teacher who needs to perform 
quality demonstrations. However, one might also regard arm swing and 
the like as training products. Thus, the skill analysis approach to 
evaluation, which has been interpreted by Kirkendall et al (1986) as 
process evaluation, is in fact a product evaluation. By its very 
nature, according to Telama (1979), process evaluation aims to the 
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refinement of operational procedures and is usually formative. At 
pupil level it provides information about the goal attainment in 
students, about the difficulties in it and about how the students 
react to teaching. If what is being evaluated is the learning outcomes 
of students, the evaluation is a product evaluation and is usually 
summative. In this sense, this dimension of evaluation should be 
included in the first dimension of summative-formative dimension and 
is not necessarily an independent dimension. 
On evaluating students' performances, Schubert (1986) notes that 
"grades might be based on norms, criteria established in advance, or 
impressionistic judgement. The latter is usually a major factor in any p~ 
formula for grading, even though it is less often acknowledged" 
(p.262). In this study, however, as information on impressionistic 
judgement cannot be acquired through the examination of "formal 
curriculum", "only norm and criterion referenced type of evaluation 
will be taken for consideration. 
Thus, issues on curriculum evaluation in "this study are: 
1) What are the purposes of evaluations in the curricula? 
2) What types of evaluation are adopted in the curricula? 
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In sum, analysis of this study will focus on the following: 
On Purpose 
1) What are the major orientations to the form of the purposes being 
, . 
stated? 
2) What are the major substantive criteria for selecting purposes? 
3) \vhat are the major procedural criteria for selecting purposes? 
4) What are the substantive purposes? 
On Content 
1) What are the major orientations to curriculum contents? 
2) What are the major reference for selecting curriculum contents? 
3) \vhat are the images of the curriculum contents? 
On Organization 
1) In terms of scope, how are the curriculum contents organized? 
2) In terms of sequence, how are the curriculum contents organized? 
On Evaluation 
1) What are the purposes of evaluations in the curricula? 
2) What types of evaluation are adopted in the curricula? 
Ultimately, through a study of the above four areas of inquiry of 
the PETE curricula, the following major research questions will be 
answered: 
1) What are the characteristics of the PETE curricula with respect 
to their purposes, content, organization and evaluation? 
2) With respect to purposes, content, organization and evaluation, 
what are the strengths and weaknesses of the PETE curricula in 
Hong Kong and Singapore? 
3) With respect to purposes, content l organization and evaluation l 
what can Hong Kong learn from Singapore in reforming its PETE 




The study was conducted mainly through a review of written 
documents which belong . to the category of "formal curriculum" as 
described earlier. Visits to the colleges of education involved, as 
well as interviews with teacher trainers and student teachers, were 
conducted so as to verify the collected data and to enrich this 
researcher's background knowledge of these countries for analysis and 
discussions. Three visits to Singapore were made in June 1989, May 
1990 and March 1991. The purpose of the first visit was to get to know ' 
Singapore's education system and society in general and its system of 
PETE in particular. Ref~rring to the preliminary data gathered during . 
the first visit, it was decided that the central area of study be the 
PETE curricula. The second visit was for the collection of the 
necessary data and documents as well as conducting interviews with 
teacher trainers and some student teachers. Most of the information 
needed for the study was collected during this visit. The last visit 
was for the collection of missing data and a clarification of some 
questionable points through discussions with relevant parties under 
which the drafted thesis had been reviewed. Hong Kong's data were 
collected through informal visits and interviews. In fact, informal 
visits and interviews are very often more fruitful provided that the 
researcher has appropriate interviewing skills as well as a suitable 
position within the field. In addition, the quantity of such 
activities seems to be unlimited. Basically, interviews of the 
lecturers at the ePE in Singapore as well as those in the colleges of 
education in Hong Kong were made in an informal manner so as to make 
the interviews more fruitful. Some student teachers had also been 
interviewed and provided some useful information for discussions. 
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CHAPTER 2. HONG KONG AND SINGAPORE PETE CURRICULA: A DESCRIPTION 
The first step that Bereday (1964) has suggested for a 
comparative study in education is to describe and what follows will be 
a description ,on Hong Kong and Singapore PETE curricula. "Curricula" 
is referred here as those designed for pre-service initial secondary 
physical education teacher t~aining courses. 
2.1) HONG KONG PETE SYSTEM AND THE RESPECTIVE FETE CURRICULA 
In Hong Kong, there are four colleges of education Grantham, 
Northcote, Sir Robert Black and the Hong Kong Technical 
Teachers'College (HKTTC) which train non-graduates to teach at primary 
and junior secondary levels. With the exception of the HKTTC, all of p~ 
the colleges of education offer physical education as one of the 
elective subjects. These colleges are directly financed and staffed 
by the government and administered by the Education Department. They 
conduct initial full-time teacher education courses lasting two years 
for students with Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination (HKALE) 
qualifications and three years for students with Hong Kong Certificate 
of Education Examination (HKCEE) qualifications. To serving teachers, 
they also offer part-time in-service training courses of two or three 
years' duration and retraining courses lasting a few weeks. All four 
colleges also offer a one-year full-time Advanced Course of Teacher 
Education (ACTE) in cultural, practical and technical subjects. This 
course is designed to prepare teachers to teach competently at senior 
secondary level. In 1989, only Sir Robert Black College of Education 
(SRBCE) offered ACTE in physical education. 
The universities and polytechnics of Hong Kong as well as many 
sport federations and organizations also offer some courses suitable 
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for physical education teachers. However, most of thelO are further 
training courses and do not lead to school teaching qualifications. 
The Physical Educa tion, minor method courses of the two uni versi ties 
are pre-servi~e and initial training in nature, and do not lead to 
full qualifications for teaching physical education in schools either. 
People intending to be 'a qualified teacher are usually required 
to tak~ either an appropriate course in a college of education after 
completion of "form five" or "form seven" (that is, HKCEE "0" and "A" 
levels respectively), or a postgraduate certificate of education or 
equivalent course at the education department of one of the 
universities. The former type of courses yields non-graduate teachers 
whereas the latter yields graduate teachers. In Hong Kong, the 
majority of physical education teachers are non-graduates and 
therefore most of them have followed a course in a college of 
education. Three of the colleges of education - Northcote College of 
Education (NCE) , Grantham College of Education (GCE) and Sir Robert 
Black College of Education (SRBCE) offer pre-service initial physical 
education teacher training courses. However, the courses the colleges 
are offering are designed not only for physical education teachers, 
but for teachers of academic and cultural subjects like history, 
geography, physical education, music, art and crafts and so on. 
Physical education is offered as an elective subject of the Teacher's 
Certificate (TC) course which qualifies teachers to teach at primary 
and lower secondary level. 
There are two courses offered for the TC, namely, the Full-Time 
Two-Year and the Full-Time Three-Year course. The former is prepared 
mainly for "form five" graduates and the latter is for "form seven" 
graduates. However, as a lecturer in a college of education remarked, 
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the structures as 'veIl as the contents of these two programmes "are 
not significantly different". Table 1 shows the structures of the 
courses. 
Students following the rc courses are required to study four 
areas: A) Professional studies; B) Elective Studies; C) Practical 
Teaching; and D) General Studies. These structures of content are 
basically 
at the 
in common to all three colleges. Taking the course offered 
SRBCE 
Education, Core 
as an example, area A in the 
Methodology, Primary Studies 
TC curriculum includes 
and Methodology, and 
Educational Technology. Area B includes eleven elective subjects and 
students . are required to take two of them. As one can see, physical~~ 
education as an elective subject lies in this area. Area C is 
Practical Teaching and area D includes language skills in Chinese and 
English plus a complementary study which aims "to broaden the scope of 
their academic interests and to pursue activities of a creative and 
cultural nature" (SRBCE Handbook for Full-Time Two-Year Course 1989-
91) . 
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(10) (16) * 
same as above 
Practical Teaching 15+15=30 
Chinese Langua~e 6+6=12 
English Language 6+6=12 
Complementary s. 1+1=2 
(for 2 academic subjects) 67+68=135 
(for 1 academic and 1 
cultural subject) 69+72=141 






(10) (12) (13) 








# figures are in units where 1 unit is approximately equal to 12 
lecture hours. 
* figures in brackets are no. of units for cultural subjects and 
the rest are for academic subjects. For physical education, the 
figures for 2-year course are 11 and 18 (3 extra units were 
time-tabled outside college .hours - they are for outdoor 
pursuits and attachment to outside sporting bodies) (total 29) 




In Hong Kong, pre-service initial PETE curricula leading to a 
full physical education teaching qualification in secondary schools 
can only be found in the Teacher's Certificate Courses offered by the 
: .. .. 
colleges of education. In the "Handbook of General Information for 
Students Full-Time Three-Year Course 1989-1992, SRBCE", one may 
find that there is no general statement on aims for the TC courses. 
Some statements on aims for particular subjects appear in part 2 
paragraph IV of the handbook entitled "Course Content". Within the 
paragraph for course content of elective subject . (j), that IS, 
physical education, there states: 
"The aim of this elective subject is to prepare students to 
teach physical education at primary and lower secondary 
levels. The course is designed to integrate both the 
theoretical and practical aspects of the subject. For some 
practical topics, options will be offered. 
Theoretical studies include fundamental principles, 
administration, curriculum planning, basic anatomy, 
physiology, acquisition of motor skills, modern trends of 
physical education teaching, kinesiology, biomechanics, 
psychological aspects of physical education and a basic 
knowledge of movements. 
Strong emphasis is placed on personal proficiency and related 
teaching in topics such as Aquatics, Athletics, Aesthetic 
Sport, Games, Gymnastics, Outdoor Education and Recreational 
Activities. Additionally, students are encouraged to better 
their personal proficiency by attending courses and obtaining 
awards offered by local or national governing sporting bodies. 
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In order to ensure that student-teachers are given 
opportunities to express themselves and to participate 
actively In the course, tutorials, seminars, field work, 
attachments, visits, demonstrations, group projects, 
assignments, lectures, .practical work and services to sporting 
bodies are given." (p.10) 
At Northcote College of Education (NCE) , the situation is similar 
in that there is again no general statement on aims of the TC courses. 
For the physical education elective, the stated aims are very similar 
to that of in the SRBCE handbook: 
"The aim of . this electi ve subj ect IS to prepare teachers to .-".-
teach physical education in the primary and lower secondary 
levels. The course is designed to achieve a close 
integration between theoretical and practical aspects of the 
subject. Theoretical studies include fundamental principles, 
administration and organization, curriculum planning, 
anatomy, physiology and biomechanics. Strong emphasis is 
placed on personal proficiency and related teaching in 
various aspects of the subject such as athletics, dance, 
games, gymnastics, outdoor education, 





encouraged to be trained for external awards and proficiency 
certificates offered by various governing sporting bodies, 
and to be involved in forms of community service. They are 
particularly advised to obtain a First Aid Certificate and a 
Bronze Medallion in Life Saving." (NCE-Handbook for Full-
Time Two-Year Course [English] 1989-91, p.G7) 
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As for general aims of the re courses, only one statement has 
ever been found and that in a small booklet entitled "An Introduction 
to Courses of Teacher Education at NCE, GCE, SRBCE, The HKTTC" 
: .. , 
(abbreviations adopted). This booklet does not have year and place of 
publication. Possibly it was ' published by the Hong Kong Education 
Department around 1987-89: 
"The objectives of these initial courses of teacher 
education are to train students to become Qualified Teachers 
to teach general subjects at the primary school level and to 
teach two elective subjects to the level of Form 3 in 
secondary schools." (p.S) 
Content and Organization 
Curriculum contents offered by the three colleges are said to be 
the same. Table 2 illustrates the physical education curriculum 
content from the courses offered at SRBCE. 
From Table 2, we can see that a difference of 2 units is found on 
the "theoretical" side and a difference of 4 units is found on the 
"practical" side of the courses. In other word, time spent on the 
theoretical component of the 3-year course is 33.3% more than that of 
the 2-year course. Time spent on practical physical skill learning in 
the 3-year course is 21.1% more than that of the 2-year course. 
However, these differences are measured in terms of lecturing time, 
for example in some sport sciences courses, the contact hours for the 
same content are longer in the 3-year course. Consequently, difference 
of students' learning outcomes on theoretical aspects between these 
two courses is little but that of the practical seems more obvious, 




diversity is not favoured and lecturers confronted with this situation 
are usually reluctant to comment. Many lectureres claim that it can be 
"attributed to the decision of the policy-makers who think that O-level 
: " , 
graduates should spend more time in an initial teacher training course 
so that it is worth paying them the same amount of money as the A-
level students with two years' training. In fact, the real and major 
reasons for such a policy is difficult to know, but the policy is 
there for us to analyse and evaluate. One possible reason IS that 
since the qualification gained through the two-year or the three-year 
course is the same, the heads of department In the colleges of 
education will adjust th~ir curriculum content so that students taking ~ 
either course learn similar things and make these two programmes flare 
not significantly different". 
Although the diversity between the two-year and three-year course 
is worth analysing, this study, as has been mentioned in chapter 1, 
will not focus on it. This is because the study intends to compare the 
PETE curricula in Hong Kong and Singapore and that of Singapore is a 
two-year course and students are those holding at least A-level 
qualifications. It is similar to that of the two-year course in Hong 
Kong and hence it is believed to be more reasonable to compare the 
two-year courses in these two places than to compare courses with 
different durations. Accordingly, the analysis that follows will be 
restricted to the two-year courses only. 
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Table 2: Curriculum Content of the Physical, Education Elective within 
the Hong Kong Teacher's Certificate Courses 
Theoretical: 
Foundation of PE 
Admin. of PE 
Anatomy & Physiology 
Training methods 
Biomechanics 
Test & measurement 

































































above table are in units. One unit 
12 lecture hours. 1 lecture hour 
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Evaluation 
In the Hong Kong curriculum, a system on student assessment has 
been implemented. It is a grade-point system and is elaborated in the 
handbooks in detail (see appendix). One special feature of the system 
is that it is a norm-referenced system in which student performance is 
categorized in bands. Band I indicates that a student ranks within the 
top 10 percent of those who have successfully completed the unit(s}. 
Band 11 and Band III are for those rank within the next 50 and 40 
percent respectively of the students who have successfully completed ' 
the unit(s}. 
2.2} SINGAPORE PETE SYSTEM AND THE RESPECTIVE PETE CURRICULA 
In 1973, the Institute of Education (lE) was established. It took 
over the role of teacher education and the responsibility of promoting 
research in education from the Teachers' Training College, the School 
of Education of the University of Singapore (in 1980, it merged with 
Nanyang University and formed the National University of Singapore), 
and the Research Unit of the Ministry of Education. Since then, the lE 
has become the only tertiary institution in Singapore engaged in 
teacher education (lE Prospectus 1988). The governing body of the lE 
is the lE Council whose members are appointed for a period of three 
years by the Minister for Education from the various public and quasl-
government bodies and the private sector. The Chief Executive of the 
lE is the Director who reports directly to th~ Council. Under the lE 
(Amendment) Act 1974, the Institute is empowered to establish such 
number of colleges as the Council may deem fit, with each College to 
be headed by a principal. This led to the establishment of the College 
of Physical Education (CPE) in 1984 . ( Singapore ~inistry of Education 
1986) . 
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In Singapore, pre-service teacher training courses are offered at 
the Institute of Education (lE) and the College of Physical Education 
(CPE) . The CPE is an autonomous but constituent part of the lE. The 
rE offers a tw'o:"year Certificate in Education programme for non-degree 
holders who possess Advanced Level (AL) qualifications. The programme 
prepares them for teaching in the primary schools. The lE also offers 
a one-year Diploma in Education programme for university graduates who 
intend to teach at the secondary or pre-university level. The CPE 
offers a two-year full-time Diploma in Physical Education Programme 
which enables teachers to teach physical education as a major subject 
In secondary schools or junior colleges. Generally speaking, the IE p~ 
offers non physical education courses and the ePE offers physical 
education courses for these programmes. Because these two institutes 
are located at the same place, the system works very well. 
Before 1988, the CPE only concentrated on training specialist 
physical education teachers for secondary schools and junior colleges. 
From 1988 onwards, the College started its in-service Diploma in 
Physical Education programme to train specialist physical education 
teachers for primary schools. Presently, the CPE is offering three 
programmes leading to the Diploma in Physical Education, namely, a 
two-year full-time initial training course for graduates and students 
with A-level qualifications; and two in-service courses leading to the 





the CPE prospectuses, there are clear statements on the aims 
Diploma in Physical Education programme (in CPE Prospectus 
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develop professional competence and 
physical education as a major subject; 
expertise in teaching 
enable students to follow an academic and knowledge based 
approach to the subject area of physical education; 
train students to teach a second subject at 
secondary school level; 
the lower 
give student-teachers a grasp of the psychological, 
sociological and philosophical principles essential to an 
understanding of the teaching process. 
The first two statements on aims relate directly to the teaching 
of physical education and the rest relates more to the professional 
development of the student teachers. 
Content and Organization · 
The curriculum content of the programme is listed in Table 3. It 
consists of four areas: theory, practical, teaching practice and 
school experience, and Education. These of course differ from those 
suggested by Dove's (1986) framework. In fact, the first two areas are 
concerned with what Dove (1986) may call, the pedagogical area and are 
basically subject matter of the major subject - Physical Education. On 
the other hand, the subject heading "Education" consists of Second 
Subject and English Language, which, according to Dove's (1986) 
framework, should be under the categories of Personal and Pedagogical 
respectively. The reason for such a presentation within the curriculum 
is merely because these courses are offered by the Institute of 
Education so that they are subsumed into the category of "Education". 
In other words, the curriculum content also fits into Dove's (1986) 
framework, despite the fact that the way it is presented has some 
variations. 
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Table 3: Curriculum Content of the Diploma in Physical 
Education Programme, Singapore. (1988-1990) 
Theory 
Biological Bases of PE 
Growth and Development 
Fitness and Conditioning 
Exercise Physiology 
First Aid 
Measurement and Evaluation 
Biomechanical Aspects of PE 
Skill Acquisition/ psychology 
PE Schools and Society 
Comparative Studies in PE 
Curriculum Planning in PE 




Track & Field 
Gymnastics 









Principles of Games 
Other Games 
3 options (30 hours each) 
Outdoor Pursuits 
SUb-total 


































Principles and Practice of Education 120 
English Language 120 
Introduction to Moral Education 30 
Academic Second Subject 120 





Organization of the curriculum is presented in Table 4 and 5. 
T~ble 4 is reproduced directly from the ePE Prospectus 1988, which at 
the same time illustrates the modes of assessment of student 
performance. T.he curriculum is spread in to two academic years, each of 
which consists of two semesters. The Institute of Education will offer 
some courses as part of the curriculum, all of which has been subsumed 
under ,- the category of "Education". For Physical Education in 
particular, subject matters on the theoretical aspects are grouped 
into three broad areas: Scientific, social-scientific and teaching ' 
foundations. On Practical aspects, there are six areas: games, 
athletics, aquatics, gym~astics, outdoor pursuits and optional games. , 
All these are arranged in separate subjects and each of them will be 
taught for a certain number of hours. 
Evaluation 
Assessments are conducted at the end of courses. They are 
implemented through coursework, tests and examinations, progress 
ratings, assignments, and practical assessments for practical aspects 
of the curriculum. At the end of the second year, students are 
required to undertake two 3-hour papers in the final exam. They are 
graded according to the scores they have got in these assessments. In 
addition, their attendance IS also taken into considerations. 
Attendance at all courses must reach a minimum of 75% otherwise the 
student is automatically deemed to have failed the course. A student 
who fails in the examinations may sit for a re-examination that will 
be held every half year where necessary. Under normal circumstances, 
students must meet all the requirements for the Diploma in not more 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































t;U nlt .lCULmt FOn DIrLOMA IN rflYSIC~L EDUCATION - 1908 TO 1990 (Tr:i.~'e 1), 
Terms JULY SEPT JAN HAR JULY SEP! JAN 
PflYSICAL EDUCATION Hrs 1 - t 1-2 1-3 1-~ 2-1 2-2 ~ 
- -
THEORY 
nt or.OO rG Af. n"m~:s OF PR 60 20 20 20 I 
GROWTH AND DEVELOPHENT 20 10 10 
FITNE~~ ANO CONoiTIONINO 110 10 10 10 10 
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGI 50 10 20 20 
FIR~T AID 10 10 
MEASUREHENT I\ND EVALUATION 25 15 10 
BIOMECHANICAL ASP~CTS OF PE 30 15 15 
SKILL I\CQUISITION/PSYCflOL 60 20 10 10 20 
PE SCHOOLS AND SOCIETY 20 10 10 
COMPI\RATIVE STUDIES IN PE 25 25 
CURRICULUM PLI\NNING IN PE 30 20 10 
I 
-, CURRICULUM ISSUES IN PE 20 'c.- 20 
TEACHING METHOD 
-. 
.50 30 20 
PRACTICAL · 
TRACK & FIELD ~O 20 10 10 
GYHNASTICS 90 20 10 20 10 15 15 
SWIMMING INCL LS & SURVIVAL ~o 20 10 10 
GAMES: SOCCER - NETBALL 30 10 20 
RUGBY-DANCE 30 10 20 
HOCKEY 30 20 10 
TEUHIS ~O 20 10 10 
BADHltlTON 30 20 10 
VOLLEYBALL 30 20 10 
BASKETBALL 30 10 '20 
PRINCIPLES OF OAHES 10 10 
SQUASH 30 20 10 
OTHER GAHES 10 10 
Term Six - 3 Options " 90 90 
OUTDOOR PURSUITS 120 20 20 20 ~O 20 
SCHOOL EXPERIEUCE ~O 110 
" 
TEACHING PRACTICE 3'tO 1~0 200 
, , 
EDU.CATION 
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF ~DUN 120 ~O ~O ~O 
ENGLISH LAUGUAGE 120 30 30 30 30 
HlTRODUCTION TO t-URAL EDUN ' - 30 30 
, . 
I , . , 
SECOUD SUBJECT 120 l-INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY 30 30 ~o ~o 
~o .. 
TOTAL 1890 280 I 280 I 250 I 190/ 2~5 1235 12001210 
D77 ICOrE51 'I. 'f. 8q - t,O 
CHAPTER 3. HONG KONG AND SINGAPORE PETE CURRICULA: AN INTERPRETATION 
This second step of comparative study will be done through an 
interpretation of the curricula in accordance with the framework 
described in the section "Framework for Analysis". 
3.1) AN INTERPRETATION OF THE. HONG KONG PETE CURRICULA 
Purpose 
There is no statement on aims in the handbooks for the Te 
courses. The responses of the people who were asked why it is so are 
very consistent. Most of the replies are "Really? Let me check." and 
some of them are "I don't know". But there are some for our subject". 
These responses are not surprising since the stated aim (train ;~ 
students to become qualified teachers to teach general subjects at the 
primary school level and to teach two elective subjects to the level 
of Form 3 in secondary schools) is indeed a "global" one. The purpose 
of the curriculum is rather straight forward, that it orients to 
"training". 
For the subject of physical education in particular, the 
statements on aims do indeed repeat the same, together with a very 
general and brief description on the approach to the implementation, 
content as well as structure of the course. In brief, there is in fact 
only one statement on aims of the elective, that is, "to prepare 
teachers to teach physical education in the primary and lower 
secondary levels". Again, it is stated in global form but the word 
"train" has been replaced by the word "prepare" that makes the 
orientation to "training" less clear. 
According to Schubert (1986), purposes stated in global form have 
some implications. He thinks that ·global purposes provide teachers 
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with general and prescriptive guidelines. The intent is to keep the 
door open for interpretation which is in harmony with the idea that 
professional educators should not be given recipes but should 
interpret glob~l goals creatively to fit situational needs. 
As the "global" purpose in the Hong Kong curriculum does not 
provide specific guidance for curriculum development, the fact that 
the lecturers' unawareness of absence of stated aims in the handbooks 
is then understandable. However, Schubert (1986) also points out that 
"global objectives are a political trick in that they are sufficiently 
vague that the "crafty administrator can adapt or twist them to be 
expedient to any problem. that might arise" (p.191). 
To justify whether or not Schubert's (1986) claim is applicable 
to the curricula being investigated, let us first of all analyse the 
global objective for the TC course in detail by dividing it into three 
sections: 1) to train students; 2) to become qualifi~d teachers to 
teach; and 3) general subjects at primary level and two elective 
subjects at junior secondary (form 3) level. Indeed the analysis that 
follows is also true for the physical education elective the purpose 
of which can also be divided into three sections which have similar 
implications to that of the TC course in general. The three sections 
of the physical education curriculum purpose are: 1) to prepare 
teachers; 2) to teach; and 3) physical education in the primary and 
lower secondary levels. 
McNeil (1985) suggests that there are two possible functions for 
the training model of curriculum building one is "to reveal 
particular manpower needs or occupations which the institutions or 
programme should serve" and the otner is "to determine the specific 
competencies that must be taught in order for trainees to take their 
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place \vithin the target occupation" (p.105). It sp-ems, according to 
the first section of the' purpose, that the focus is put on the second 
function suggested by McNeil (1985), as it states very clearly that 
the target occupation is the teaching at primary and juni~r secondary 
level. McNeil (1985) thinks that there are problems with this model. 
One possible problem is the presentism, that is, this model has an 
inertia against changes. The other is the validation of task analysis 
of the occupation itself. McNeil (1985) believes that if "what to do" 
is a depending variable of an altering situation in which aspects of 
jobs are uncertain, the effectiveness of the training model for 
deciding what should be taught should be questioned. According to the 
nature of this study, it is inappropriate to elaborate on the severity 
of these problems in the curricula, because whether or not changes 
occur within the past years will be a longitudinal study that is 
worth another thesis. For the second problem, however, the 
controversial point seems laid in the issue of whether or not teaching 
situations within schools or classrooms are always changing as well as 
the issue of how much the situations change. In fact, there have been 
numerous discussions on the topic "training and teacher preparation" 
and Cruickshank and Metcalf (1990) have a detailed elaboration on this 
matter to which readers who are interested in the topic should refer. 
The second section of the stated objective denotes the purpose of 
the first section, that is, to train students in order to qualify them 
to teach. If we compare it with McNeil's (1985) second possible 
function for training model, we could at once find that one important 
element is missing. The missing element is the "specific 
competencies". Conceptually, the word "enable" is quite different from 
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"qualify" as the former is concerned with abilities and the latter is 
simply concerned with political strategies of society. "Enable" seems 
to relate more to personal competencies and "qualify" relates more to 
societal concern. As far as Tyler's (1949) three primary data sources 
(student, society and organized subject matter) for curricular 
decisions are concerned, the stated objective being analysed has 
"society" as a dominance over the other two. " 
An analysis on the third section of the stated objective may 
further prove this argument. It IS believed that competencies required 
for "teaching "general subjects at primary level" will be much 
different from that o~ "teaching two elective subjects at junior . 
. -,":- , -
secondary level". The age range of pupils from primary one to 
secondary three will be 6+ up to 15+. If expertise of teaching depends 
very much on the teacher's knowledge of pupils' physical, emotional, 
social and intellectual development, this age range as a target 
teaching group seems inappropriate for professional teachers. It is 
because in practice, prospective teachers can either teach in primary 
or secondary school and their training should focus on one group only. 
For physical education teachers in particular, the situation is even 
worse in that even though the initial training courses offered by the 
colleges claim to be designed for teaching 6+ to 15+, in reality many 
college graduates who teach in secondary schools need to teach up to 
form seven (19+). Prospective physical educa~ion teachers are then 
believed to have a preference for receiving more specific training for 
either teaching in secondary or primary schools than to the present 
general one. From the viewpoint of specialists of physical education, 
knowledge of the subject as well as the expertise required for 
teaching in secondary and primary schools are expected to be very 
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distinct. The coverage of the course being investigated seems 
inappropriate. One possible advantage of this arrangement, (lS 
suggested by many lecturers being interviewed, is that it provides 
.- .. . 
flexibility so that at a particular time when secondary or primary 
schools lack teachers, the college graduates can fill in. It in turn 
helps college graduates to get a job more easily. Even though it IS 
valid and is good to both the society and the students, the emphasis 
lies more on "qualifying" and less on "enabling". In other words, this 
arrangement is mainly derived from the data source of society and not 
from the other two. 
The documents revi~wed show there is no information concerned ~ . 
with the principles, or procedural criteria for selecting purposes. 
However, we are still able to analyse the stated purposes through a 
consideration of the six dimensions suggested by Schubert (1986). 
Firstly on clarity, one must expect that one of the significant 
characteristics of global purposes is their vagueness and ambiguity. 
It is vague so that it is, rightly or wrongly, open to different 
interpretations and implementations. Logically, "to train" and "to 
qualify" are two independent activities and it is the political 
factors that link them together. The second concern is defensibility. 
The stated purpose is, as has been mentioned earlier, not so 
defensible from the viewpoints of physical education subject 
specialists or from that of the learners. However, it is obvious that 
it is defensible from the viewpoints of policy-makers who possibly 
view the societal needs as the most important factors for determining 
purposes. This relates to the third and fourth dimensions, that IS, 
the balance of representing agents for decision-making and 
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representation of different substantive criteria for selecting 
purposes. As has been explained earlier, an imbalance of sUbstantive 
criteria for selecting purposes has been identified, both of these two 
aspects of rep!esentation can be said to be weak. Consistency, the 
fifth principle of selecting purposes, is found extremely high between 
the purposes of the physical··education elective and that of the Te 
course. - The last dimension is the issue of feasibility, which IS 
concerned with whether finances, resources and the like are supportive 
to the purpose. Since the stated purpose does not expect the training 
as well as the prospective teachers · to be of any substantive quality 
and quantity, the concern of feasibility can only be applicable to the 
degree of administrative support to the qualifying activities. It is 
then believed the stated purpose is highly feasible in this respect. 
Schubert (1986) identifies four categories of sUbstantive thrust 
for curriculum 
personal growth 
purposes. They are: socialization, achievement, 
and social change. As the stated purpose here IS 
heavily oriented to "training", the message it carries is, expectedly, 
oriented heavily to socialization through which the young are induced 
into the ways of living in the community. 
Generally speaking, we may conclude that the stated purpose is a 
"global" one. It is derived mainly from societal and political 
influences and socialization seems to be its major concern. In the 
process of developing the purpose, balance on representation of 
sUbstantive criteria and agents of decision-making, clarity, and 
defensibility are believed to be weak but the stated purpose can be 




Concern of curriculum content relates to the issue of what are to 
be taught. In this respect, Dove (1986) categorizes the areas of 
content of initial teacher education curriculum into two parts, one is 
teaching practice and the other is subject matter. Within the part of 
subject matter, there are three areas of study. They are: personal, 
professional, and pedagogical. Although teaching practice is an 
activity in nature, it facilities some experience within schools. In 
other words, curriculum content that can fit in Dove's (1986) 
' categorization maintains a balance between the three orientations 
(subject matter, learn~ng activity and learning experience) of 
curriculum content as suggested by Schubert (1986). The four areas of 
study of the Hong Kong curriculum (Area A, B, C and D) fit in Dove's 
(1986) categories of professional, pedagogical, teaching practice and 
personal correspondingly. In other words, the content of it has an 
orientation to both subject matter, learning activity and leatning 
experience. However, owing to the fact that content is presented in 
the form of a series of subject matter that is to be taught rather 
than a list of activities or experiences the students are to 
implement, the content seems to orient more to the subject matter. 
The next concern of curriculum content, according to Schubert 
(1986), is the criteria for selecting content. The available documents 
show there is no sUbstantive information on ,this aspect. However, 
during the interviews, some interviewees suggest that the physical 
education syllabuses for primary and secondary schools play an 
important role. In the 1988 Syllabuses for Secondary Schools (Physical 
Education - Secondary I - V), it is ,written that: " ... students of S.l 
to S.3 would be able to acquire the basic skills of about eight 
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different physical activities from at least four areas .... The 
syllabus for S.4 and S.5 provides the students with the opportunity to 
extend and develop their skills in four physical activities, or to 
, . 
learn new events. Teachers may choose to teach any topics of the 
theoretical part ... " (p.5) . 
If the syllabuses are really pl~ying an important role in the 
process of deciding what should be taught in the teacher training 
colleges, the physical education teachers should have been taught at 
least eight different activities at a reasonable level, four of which 
should be above intermediate level, as well as some theoretical 
knowledge . on physical educa tion and sports tha t should be well above _'":. 
S.4 and S.5 standard. Even though the courses are expected to train 
teachers to such a limited standard, the adequacy of the 29 units is 
still questionable. However, as the acquired information does not 
appear on any documents that make up the formal curriculum, there will 
be no further elaboration. 
The content presented in. the curriculum is defini tely a teacher 
training curriculum content. However, as expected different contents 
have different images. Content here seems to have a very strong image 
of that of a generalist's training course. In the curriculum, content 
has been grouped into four areas of study. Each area has a number of 
courses that are going to be taught. As these courses occupy a similar 
number of teaching units, they comprise of a generalist's course 
image. Although the content provides some specific training on two 
elective subjects, each of these occupies only 20 teaching units (or 
in case of cultural subjects, 26 units) which occupies less that one 
sixth of the TC course. 
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The "specific" training provided within the TC course is intended 
to meet the possible need of students who might eventually teach in 
secondary schools. However, it is questionable whether the physical 
education elect~ve can adeqately prepare students for the task ahead. 
In the physical education elective, there are three areas of study. 
"Practical" (sport skill) occupies most of the time (65.5 percent), 
"theoretical" occupies approximately one fifth (20.7 percent) and 
"teaching" occupies only 13.8 percent. 'The dominance of "practical" 
(sport skill) is obvious. Time constraint causes the content more 
parctically oriented. Only knowledge and skills that are of immediate 
use will be taught. This makes the elective less educational, less 
academic but more practical. In other words, professional knowledge 
and skills are offered at a technical level. 
Perhaps one might disagree with the above arguments. Let us first 
examine the adequacY 'of the electives. In the TC course, each academic 
subject carries 20 units, which is 14.8 percent of the whole course. 
The Physical Education elective is a bit better in that an extra nine 
units have been allocated (six of which are additional to any cultural 
subjects and three of which are solely for physical education and are 
time-tabled outside normal college hours). However, this "special" 
subject occupies 20.1 percent of the whole course. Within the 
physical education elective, 19 units out of 29 units are allocated to 
practical sport/activity courses. Another 4 units are for technical 
teaching strategies and curricular knowledge, and the remaining 6 
units are for theoretical studies in sports and physical education. 
The content coverage 
individual discipline 
is wide ranging and time allocated for each 
is limited. The practical sport courses, for 
example, are ususally said to have an emphasis on introducing methods 
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of teaching the respecti ve sports, but in reali ty they are 
i ntroductory in nature. Courses have to cater to individual 
differences in knowledge as well as practical performance, given the 
. ~ ... , 
varying backgrounds of students. Furthermore, some of these courses 
are to prepare students to teach pupils from 6+ to 19+ and refereeing 
and officiating techniques are to be ipcluded at the same time. All 
these aspects are regarded as basic for physical education teachers. 
Given these contraints and time limitation, the sport courses are 
unlikely to be offered at a standard that can equip students with the 
ability to teach, to perform the sport activities well and to 
officiate £ompetently iri competitions. Substantive occasion can be p~ 
found in the course for Athletics which include basically long and 
middle distance run, sprint, hurdle, relay, discus, javelin, shot 
putt, long jump, high jump and triple jump. The amount of teaching 
time (2 units, which is approximately equal to 24 hours including 
assessments) is far from adequate if the course is intended to equIp 
students with the abilities described earlier. In other words, these 
courses are not specialized courses by any means. 
Other areas of study also have similar problems. Again, variety 
of content is fair but in-depth studies are few. The curriculum 
content produces qualified teachers, but seemingly it does not 
contribute much to the production of professional teachers. Ball and 
McDiarmid (1990) believe that the outcome of subject matter learning 
of teachers should have at least three dimensions: 1) sUbstantive 
knowledge of the subject; 2) knowledge about the subject and 3) 
dispositions toward the subject. The shortage of time allocated to 
these courses means that students may not have enough time to acquire 
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necessary knowledge in the subject. More importantly, it may lead 
students to develop unclirable "dispositions toward the subject". 
A UNESCO (1981) study suggests that time allocation is an 
important elem~nt for analysing curriculum content. Barr (1987) also 
thinks that time allocation and content coverage have a mutual 
relation in which "content coverage is a condition of learning, one 
that fac~litates learning up to a point but may then depress it if too 
much is crowded into too short a time" (p.367). The over-simplified 
courses have the effect cautioned by Barr (1987). The content 
seemingly depresses learning because of the severe shortage of time 
being allocated. Perhaps a specialist course content which 
concentrates on fewer aspects but provides more in-depth studies may 
improve this image. 
Organization 
It seems rational and logical to decide what is to be taught 
prior to deciding how much time is needed to cover the content. In 
reality it is not always so. Organizational constraints, such as time 
limitation, always restrict the coverage of content. The term "scope", 
which is most frequently used for analysing organization of 
curriculum, is perhaps better used at the stage of deciding content, 
so that "time" is an dependent variable of content coverage. However, 
if it is used at the stage of organization, very often content 
coverage has to give way to the time factor. 
For Schubert (1986) I scope refers to "range and depth of 
curriculum offerings" (p.233) and is the horizontal arrangement of 
content which is regarded as an organizational issue. The curriculum 
being studied is in fact adopting the so-called "separate subjects" 
approach to scope of content, despite the fact that it is claimed to 
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implement the curriculum in order to "achieve a close integration 
between theoretical and practical aspects of the subject". Bishop 
(1985) says that "integration should be the marriage of true minds, 
not an adminiitratively decreed cohabitation between essentially 
different people speaking seve,ral languages, all desperately trying to 
make the thing work" (p.95, emphasis , mine). Schubert (1986) sees 
integration as an approach to the horizontal arrangement of curriculum 
content in which "the individual student (or group of students) is the 
organizing centre that defines scope. Together and for as individuals, 
students pursue their own sense of direction in a process guided by 
the overall purpose of p~rsonal and social growth" (p.236). Although " 
what Schubert (1986) describes of the approach of "broad fields" to 
the horizontal arrangement of content does not guarantee integration. 
According to Klein (1985), the broad fields design hopes to assist 
students in achieving a higher degree of integration of the separate 
subjects so that the content can be more functional. Here, whether or 
not integration is regarded as a mental skill or an approach to the 
horizontal arrangement of curriculum content, the organization of the 
curriculum content being analysed does not present integration of 
either kind but a "separate subjects" type of curriculum. 
Another issue on organization is sequence, which is concerned 
with the order in which content is taught. Schubert (1986) presents 
six criteria for determining sequence: they are ' textual presentation, 
educator preference, structure of the disciplines, learner interest, 
learning hierarchies and developmental appropriateness. Unfortunately, 
there is no information from the collected data explaining the 
criteria of sequence. One interesting phenomenon which is identified 
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is that most of the courses are spread into the two-year period so 
that, for example, the course on Training Methods occupies 1/2 unit in 
year one and 1/2 unit in year two. A similar situation can be found in 
the courses on , Foundation of PE, Administration of PE, Teaching 
Techniques, Curriculum Planning, Aquatics, Athletics, Dance and 
Outdoor Pursuits. For the courses of which the number of units is not 
even, u~its being arranged in year one will be less than that of in 
year two. Examples are Anatomy and Physiology, Biomechanics, Test and 
Measurement, Games, Gymnastics and Attachment to Various 
Organizations. This arrangement will be called, by this researcher, a 
"Split-Half" design of curriculum sequence. Reasons for this 
arrangement are not yet known. 
The first Teaching Practice (TP) is arranged in March, which is 
approximately after 17 weeks of study. The TP lasts for two months. 
Students usually have to teach general subjects in a primary school 
during the first TP and teach two elective subjects in a secondary 
school during the second TP, from March to May of the following year. 
Preparation in terms of time as well as grasping of knowledge in 
students for the TP is believed to be insufficient, but it must be 
admitted that administrative limitations for TP are serious and 
sometimes the deficit is unavoidable. However, experiences in primary 
and secondary school are not necessarily complementary to each other, 
the arrangement of the TPs does not imply any c~ntinuity of experience 
and knowledge. In other word, experience in the first TP and that of 
in the second do not make up a sequence, rather, it decreases the 
opportunity for either kind of experience and practice. 
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Evaluation 
The last item for analysis is evaluation within the curriculum. 
Kirkendall, Gruber and Johllson (1987) believe that evaluation has many 
possible purpo~es, that it may help in status determination, 
classification into groups, selection of few from many, motivation, 
maintenance of standards, furnishing educational experience, and 
conducting research. It is believed that in many cases, evaluation 
does not have only one single purpose but a few at one time. As there 
is no stated purpose for evaluation within the curricula under 
analysis, we may first examine the type of the evaluation before 
analysing its purposes. 
The description of "bands" system in the handbooks states: "on 
the successful completion of each unit, or group of units, a student's 
performance is normally categorized into Band I, 11 or 111" (SRBCE 
Handbook 89-91, p.2-15). As evaluation is basically done at the end of 
courses, the evaluation system in the curriculum is summative. 
When students' performances are compared among themselves, the 
evaluation is norm-referenced. The intent of it is to select few from 
many. However, if it is to motivate or to maintain standards, it is 
criteron-referenced in which performances are compared with certain 
preset criteria. The system of evaluation in the curricula being 
studied is norm-referenced. This is because students' grades are 
dependent on the achievement of one another. 
According to Tyler (1949), the purpose of evaluation is to 
determine whether a curriculum achieves its intended purposes (see 
Alkin 1985). In Hong Kong, the intended curriculum purposes seem not 
to be set for students, but for the colleges and those who are 
teaching in them. Predictably the evaluation system is designed for 
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use in the grading of students and not connected to the issue of how 
effective the tutors are in the training of students to become 
qualified teachers. In fact if the tutors set very simple questions in 
the tests and do not fail their students, it can be said that they can 
: . .. , 
effectively produce "qualified" teachers and the purpose is fulfilled. 
At this moment, however, -it seems inappropriate to indulge this 
perceived shortcoming. Perhaps we should analyse the issue as if the 
purpose of the curriculum were not "to train" but "to enable" or more 
precisely "to equip students with abilities" to teach. 
The issue now centres on the effectiveness of the existing 
evaluation system in equipping students with abilities to teach 
general subjects at primary level and two subjects (one of which is 
Physical Education) at secondary level. In the Hong Kong system, 
"abilities in teaching" are solely interpreted in terms of the 
relative assessed performances. Under this system, the number of band 
I (most brilliant?), band 11 (good?) as well as band III (average 
ability?) prospective teachers can almost be fixed at the start of the 
programmes as passing rates have already been proving this. In this 
sense, the evaluation system in the Hong Kong curriculum is basically 
a qualifying procedure for teachers at the said levels and has a quite 
loose sense of evaluating the students' ability to teach. Moreover, as 
one can imagine, only those who have followed the courses are eligible 
for going through this process and hence the attendance of students 
must play an important role in the "evaluation" system. 
In sum, the evaluation system in the Hong Kong curriculum should 
be regarded as a condition for continuation of study and graduation 
(certification). The title of this part of the curriculum -"Assessment 
of Students for Internal Promotion and Requirements Leading to the 
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Award of a Teacher's Certificate" in fact suggests that th i s is the 
case (please refer to the appendix). It is not a kind of evaluation as 
interpreted by Tyler in that it is not intended to be used for 
determining but : ~or discriminating and/or selecting. In this sense, it 
has done a good job. Moreover, the "evaluation system" succeeds in 
maintaining a consistent philosophy of the whole curriculum and makes 
it a verr powerful and effective political tool. 
3.2) AN INTERPRETATION OF THE SINGAPORE PETE CURRICULA 
Purpose 
The Diploma in Physical Education programme is a two-year full-
time course of study leading to the award of the Diploma in Physical 
Education, which is recognised by the Education Service in Singapore 
as a qualification for students to teach in secondary schools and 
junior colleges. the programme seeks to: 
1) develop professional competence and expertise in teaching physical 
education as a major subject; 
2) enable students to follow an academic and knowledge based approach 
to the subject area of physical education; 
3) train students to teach a second subject at the lower secondary 
school level; 
4) give student-teachers a grasp of the psychological, sociological 
and philosophical principles essential to an understanding of the 
teaching process. 
The stated purposes are indeed global purposes. For example, in 
the first stated pur pose, professional competence and expertise are 
open to interpretation. This purpose is to meet the needs of society 
as well as that of the students as prospective teachers in the area of 
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physical education. It is the society that needs teachers who are 
professionally competent to teach the subject and it is also the 
students' need to develop such quality in order to meet the criteron. 
The second .purpose is also a global one, but the focus shifts to 
students' personal growth in the assumption that "in colleges academic 
study has been traditionally associated with the main subject, its 
central - _concern being the 'personal development' of the student" 
(Renshaw 1971 in Golby et al 1975:503). Academic courses are more 
"educative" in a sense that they are expected not to be designed for 
professional necessities, but for fulfilling personal eagerness of 
learning, as well as for facilitating intellectual growth of 
individuals through the study of a structured discipline in some 
depth. Academic courses are then usually less practically based. They 
enjoy higher status than professional or technical courses in 
universities and give students easier access to further study in the 
future (see Renshaw 1971). 
The last two stated purposes are also global. They are less vague 
in the sense that they indicate some specificity in the expected 
knowledge of students. However, they are not directly related to 
physical education, but to the basics of professional teachers in the 
country. They are essential because in Singapore, secondary teachers 
have to be able to teach at least two subjects, and that the knowledge 
in psychology, philosophy and sociology are expected knowledge of 
professional teachers. 
As described in the last section, the purposes in the Singapore 
curriculum shares the advantages and disadvantages of the global 
purposes. However the stated purposes do not look like "a political 
trick" as described by Schubert (1986). The reason is that the system 
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of governance of the college, which has been printed in the 
prospectus, facilitates a balance on representation of decision-making 
so that it can monitor the standard of the programme and hold them 
accountable to the education profession of the society. 
As far as clarity is concerned, the stated purposes are not able 
to be as "clear" (or directive) as that of the behavioural purposes. 
Because _ they are global purposes, certain degree of vagueness is 
expected so that they can be interpreted "creatively to fit 
situational needs" (Schubert 1986, 191). 
However, defensibility and consistency of the purposes are 
perhaps questionable. Proplems arise from the second purpose, stating 
that students are to "follow an academic and knowledge based approach 
to the subject area of physical education". Whether or not physical 
education should be or has been an academic or professional discipline 
is still a topic being constantly debated (Renson 1990, Hargreaves 
1982 in Grant 1990, Greendorfer 1987, Wade 1990). For teacher training 
programmes in particular, academic knowledge has its highest value if 
it were to promote effectiveness in teaching (see Renshaw 1971). 
However, by tradition, especially in universities, academic studies 
have long been uncritically enjoying a higher status than professional 
studies. Renshaw (1971, in Golby el al 1975) discusses this aspect of 
college curriculum at some length. It seems valuable to reappraise the 
current concept of relationship between academic and professional 
studies so that the question of whether a teacher training programme 
should emphasize academic studies can be answered. This could 
certainly help in promoting defensibility and consistency of college 
curriculum purposes. As this would go beyond the scope of this study, 
further discussion on this aspect of curriculum purpose is avoided. 
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The purposes of the curriculum seem highly feasible. This can be 
shown by the fact that the purposes are constructed on the basis of a 
balance of representation of decision-making personnel. These people 
come from various bodies and are able to provide support of various 
kinds. The least feasible purpose is perhaps the second one, which is 
believed to have less agreement among people with different viewpoints 
on this ·- issue. 
The purposes carry a socializing function, which is believed to 
be common to all training programmes. The intent of enabling student-
teachers to enter the teaching community is obviously desirable, but 
there does not seem to be a concerted effort to equip students with 
abilities to affect changes. However, this claim is in no way a 
criticism because the programme is an initial teacher training 
programme and the main purpose of it is to enable student-teachers to 
teach at a reasonable standard at the beginning of their career. It is 
perhaps inappropriate to expect a novice within a profession who may 
not have sufficient knowledge and experience to affect changes. This 
may further imply that initial teacher training programme should best 
be a professional and not an academic course. In other words, the 
initial teacher training courses should be more action-based and less 
theory-based, if "theory" were not itself practically based. 
In conclusion, the purposes stated in the Singapore PETE 
curriculum are basically global purposes. They maintain a balance 
among various criteria for selecting purposes, such as social needs, 
students' need and structure of the discipline. They also imply a good 
balance of representation in the decision-making process and show the 
intent of facilitating socialization and personal growth. 
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Content 
Like most of the initial teacher training programmes, structure 
of the content of the curriculum can generally fit into Dove's (1986) 
framework in that it consists of four areas of study, namely, 
,' .. . 
professional, pedagogical, teaching practice, and personal. Owing to 
the fact that the content is presented in the form of a series of 
subject - areas, with the exception of school experience and teaching 
practice, the content seems oriented more to subject matter. 
The setting up of the sUbstantive content of the curriculum has 
definitely gone through some negotiations among the teaching staff of 
the college which constit~tes the so-called "Academic and Examination 
Board". Accordingly, it is believed that the major criteron for 
content selection is "consensus among experts". However, some of the 
staff members may like to regard themselves as "academic" people and 
favour the titles like sport scientist, exercise physiologist, sport 
psychologist and so on. Others may like to be called professional 
educators or teacher trainers who view their work as mainly 
professional. Consequently, criteria of content selection will be 
wide-ranging. Utility of knowledge, structure of the disciplines, 
societal needs, curriculum guides, learners' interests and abilities, 
and many other possible influencing factors are most likely to be 
taken into consideration. 
It is noteworthy that nearly half of the staff members are 
employed from abroad. This more or less reflects a hope of the 
founders of the college that transferred expertise from abroad should 
guide the development of this newly developed specialists' college. 
Because of this, the staff te~m has a free hand to decide the 
curriculum content. 
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This curriculum content has a unique image. It is a specialist' s 
course content. In the curriculum, over 57.6 percent of lecture hours 
are devoted to the physical education subject matter. As it is a 
specialist's course for physical education teaching, it also has an 
image of a teacher training course content. This can be reflected by 
the existence of the professional courses in Education, as well as the 
time allocation for teaching practice, school experience and the study 
of a second subject as a minor teaching subject. Time allocated to 
practical courses IS 34.4 percent of the whole course, or 59.6 percent 
of the physical education subject area. Physical education as a 
practical subject is sti~l dominant. 
Organization 
The scope of this curriculum is organized in the form of separate 
subjects though on page 15 to 16 and on page 19 of the Prospectus 88 
these separate subjects are grouped into a number of broad fields. For 
theoretical courses, there are three broad fields. Under the category 
of "Scientific Aspects of Physical Education", a list of courses of 
different subject areas are offered. They are: Biological Bases, 
Growth and Development, Fitness and Conditioning, Exercise Physiology, 
First Aid, Measurement and Evaluation, Biomechanics, Motor Learning 
and Performance. Under the category of "Social-Scientific Aspects of 
Physical Education", there are three courses: Social-Psychological 
Aspects of Physical Education, PE, Schools & Society, and Comparative 
PE. Under the heading of "Teaching Foundations", there are four, 
namely, Curriculum Planning, Curriculum Issues, Teaching Method, and 
School Experience and Teaching Practice. For the "practical", there 
are six broad areas: Games, Athletics, Gymnastics, Aquatics, Outdoor 
Pursuits and Electives. 
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These broad fields are taught through the teaching of separate 
subjects and hence the curriculum cannot be regarded as a broad field 
design. Broad field curriculum is somewhat like a cross-disciplinary 
or interdiscip~inary approach. For example, in Taiwan and Mainland 
China, PETE programmes offer "specialized areas of study" in just one 
kind of sport, for example, · Basketball. Within the broad field of 
Basketball, various aspects of the game will be taught, such as 
psychology, physiology, biomechanics, social aspects, teaching 
sport 
and 
coaching and so on. However, this approach to curriculum design can 
only be regarded as cross-disciplinary or interdisciplinary as it has 
differentiated the subjeGt areas mentioned. Pure broad field design 
should not differentiate various disciplines but attempt to integrate 
all available sources of knowledge and mix them together. In the 
curriculum, students do not play an important role in defining scope 
of study. Its organization has not achieved the kind of integration 
suggested by Schubert (1986). 
The sequence of the curriculum has been planned before the start 
of the programme. Many of the courses are taught in the form of short 
courses which usually last for two to three terms. Each academic year 
consists of two semesters of two terms each (see Table 5). In most 
cases these courses will be finished within the same academic year. 
Examples are: Biological Bases, Growth and Development, Exercise 
Physiology, First Aid, Measurement and Evaluation, PE, School and 
Society, Comparative PE, Curriculum Planning, Curriculum Issues, 
Athletics, Games, Education, Second Subject and Instructional 
Technology. 
Gymnastics 
Courses that spread out over two academic 





the last term of the first academic year and the second last term of 
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the second academic year. School experience is the students' 
attachment to schools and no assessment will be made for it. If · the 
decision-makers believe that some skills and knowledge should be 
taught to the students before they go for their first teaching 
practice, an examination on what has been taught in the first three 
terms will be insightful. Examples of some of these are: Principles 
and practice of Education, Moral Education, Instructional Technology, 
School Experience, Athletics, Biological Bases, Fitness and 
Conditioning, and Measurement and Evaluation. Those being taught after 
the first teaching practice are: Curriculum Planning, Curriculum 
Issues, Comparative PE, First Aid, Teaching of the Second Subject, 
Exercise Physiology, and Growth and Development. Comparative PE, 
Curriculum Issues and Options are taught after the last (second) 
teaching practice. If the above assumption is valid, then these three 
courses may perhaps be regarded as complementary studies for students' 
personal as well as professional growth and are not so urgently 
required for practical teaching. 
Generally speaking,lsequence of the curriculum is arranged in short 
course form. Reasons for such an arrangement are not known, but the 
belief that students need to grasp certain knowledge for "survival" 
during teaching practice might have played an important role. 
Evaluation 
In the Singapore curriculum, there is no clearly stated purpose 
for evaluation. Again, we may first examine what type of evaluation 
the curriculum employs and then try to find out the purpose of it. 
In the evaluation system, students' performances are classified 
into different categories. Upon completion of a unit or course of 
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study, students will be assessed through some form of test. Grades 
will be given according to the students' marks gained in the tests. In 
other words, the type of evaluation is criteron-referenced. Students 
can get the ;. grades that reflect their achievements in the tests 
regardless of the performances of their peers. 
The evaluation can also be regarded as summative because 
evaluation is done at the end of the course of study. According to 
Mehrens and Lehmann (1973), summative evaluation provided at periodic 
marking periods assists students in decision-making especially in the 
formation of long-range plans. In addition, it provides an overall 
picture of how they are qoing. On the other hand, criteron-referenced 
evaluation is concerned with mastery, which connotes an either/or 
situation. It also provides more effective data for evaluating how 
successful the programme is. Furthermore, it facilitates instructional 
decision-making within the classroom. 
In the Singapore system, however, criteria refer to scores in the 
tests. This implies that criteria are not fixed but are varied 
implicitly, depending on how the tests vary. In the system, students 
can get a distinction if they get an average score of seventy-five in 
the assessments. It allows the case whereby there may be ten 
distinctions in one year and none in the following year. The final 
results of students are then dependent on the degree of difficulty of 
the examinations and tests rather than on the effort made by students. 
If too many students have got high marks in a particular test, which 
might be regarded as undesirable, the tutor who set the test may 
revise it for next year so that less students are able to get high 
marks. In this case, it is not only ,the test but in fact the criteria 
which has been revised. 
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Determination of criteria constitutes a real problem for this 
type of evaluation. One major criteron for the criteria is 
quantifiability of criteria. This is because the present system 
- . . 
requires grades to denote evaluation results and grades are themselves 
quantifiable products. Mehrens and Lehmann (1973) remind us that this 
type of evaluation requires purposes ~hat are stated in behavioural 
terms so that whether a student obtained the purposes can be 
ascertained. As the purposes in the Singapore curriculum are not · 
behavioural, it is unlikely that determination of substantive criteria 
will be clear enough for operation. 
The third problem ii the Singapore evaluation system is validity ~ ~ 
of tests. In the Singapore curriculum, the practical aspect 
constitutes almost 60 percent (59.6 percent) of the physical education 
subject and it undoubtedly plays an important part in the overall 
grading of students. Students' performance in practical activities IS 
assessed mainly in terms of their skill level and very rarely on their 
teaching strategies of the activities. Perhaps it is assummed that 
performances in practical activities correlate so highly to the 
ability of teaching the activities that evaluation of the former may 
to a large extent indicate how well the students can teach that 
subject. Moreover, assessment on teaching methods is more difficult to 
conduct within the college. The evaluations are thus based mainly on 
students' practical performance. 
The purpose of evaluation of the Singapore curriculum can be 
assessed in the following manner. For the first stated purpose, the 
above arguments indicate that the evaluation system is not very 
effective in reflecting its attainm~nt. For the second purpose, that 
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is "to enable students to follow an academic and knowledge based 
approach to the subject area of physical education", the evaluation 
seems not to respond to it. Rather, a programme evaluation and a check 
of students' attendance can better indicate its attainment. The third 
purpose of the curriculum has similar problems to those in the Hong 
Kong curriculum as its orientation is to train rather than to enable. 
The problems in this are thus not going to be repeated here. The 
concerns of the evaluation system upon the fourth purpose are whether 
the curriculum has provided courses in psychology, sociology and 
philosophy as well as whether students have a grasp of a knowledge of 
these. For the first part, the curriculum content seems to have 
included all those but the evaluation system is definitely not able to 
indicate the effectiveness. This is because the system is predictably 
designed for evaluating students and not for evaluating the programme 
itself. For the second part of the purpose, the system being a 
criteron-referenced type has all the problems mentioned in the 
preceding paragraphs. 
Thus, with respect to the concern of effectiveness in determining 
whether the curriculum purposes are attained, the evaluation system is 
wanting. However, as the tests are being revised so frequently the 
system can more or less facilitate a maintenance of standard and 
motivate students to do their best, provided that if too many failures 
appear the tests are not made easier but the instruction is to be 
revised. Indeed this has been confirmed through the interviews. In 
sum, regardless of whether it is consciously or unconsciously made, 
the evaluation within the curriculum has a function of motivation and 
maintenance of standard which are regarded as purposes of evaluation 
by Kirkendall et al (1987). 
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CHAPTER 4. HONG KONG AND SINGAPORE PETE CURRICULA: A JUXTAPOSITION 
Juxtaposition requires first of all a preliminary matching of 
data. Accordingly, some re-arrangements on .the collected data have to 
be made. For curriculum content, Dove's (1986) framework for initial 
teacher education curriculum 'will be adopted so that juxtaposition of 
the data will stick to Dove's (1986) four areas of study for initial 
teacher training programmes. The sequence will be professional, 
teaching practice, personal, and pedagogical. Duration of courses will 
be denoted in lecturing hours so that 1 unit in the Hong Kong 
curriculum is equivalent. to 12 hours of instruction. For curriculum 
organization, original terminologies are preserved. This 
is made in the hope that readers may find it easier to 
arrangement 
make prompt 
comparisons and will not need to refer back to the preceding chapters. 
Figures in this section indicate number of lecture hours (hours of 
instruction) allocated for the respective areas in the first and 
second year respectively. Adopting Bereday's (1969) terminology, the 
juxtaposition made here is a "tabular" one. 
As detailed descriptions on various individual subject areas are 
too much for this study, special attention is given to areas related 
to physical education. 
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Hong Kong Singapore 
----------------------------------1---------------------------------
Purposes: 
- to train students to become - develop professional 
qualified teachers to teach competence and expertise in 
general subjects at primary teaching physical education as 
school level and to teach two a major subject; 
elective subjects to the level - enable students to follow an 
of Form 3 in secondary schools. academic and knowledge based 
- for the physical education approach to the subject area 
elective in particular, the aim pf physical education; 
is to prepare teachers to teach - train students to teach a 
physical education in the second subject at the lower 
primary and lower secondary secondary school level; 
levels. - give student-teachers a grasp 
of the psychological, socio-
logical and philosophical 
principles essential to an 
understanding of the teaching 
process. 
Major orientation to the form of purposes being stated 
global global 
----------------------------------1---------------------------------




social needs, student's needs, 
structure of the discipline 
----------------------------------1---------------------------------
Major procedural criteria for selecting purposes 
political/administrative 
procedure 
balance in representation 
1----------------------------------1---------------------------------
Major substantive purposes 









Education (168) ** 
(Moral Education included) 
Primary Studies (204) 
Educational Technology (96) 
total: 468 hrs. 
I 
I 
Principles and Practice of 
Education (+ Moral Ed.) (150) 
Nil 
Instructional Technology (30) 
total: 180 hrs. 
Teaching Practice: 
Practical Teaching (360) Teaching Practice (340) 
School Experience (40) 
total 360 hrs. total: 380 hrs. 
English Language (144) 
Chinese Language (144) 
Complementary Studies (24) 
total: 312 hrs. 
Physical Education (348) 
total: 348 hrs. 
Elective 2 (240) 
Personal: 
English Language (120) 
total: 120 hrs. 
Pedagogical: 
Physical Education (1090) 
total: 1090 hrs. 
Second subject (120) 
total: 240 hrs. total: 120 hrs. 
Grand total: 1728 hrs. Grand total: 1890 hrs. 
Major orientations to content 
subject matter subject matter 
----------------------------------1---------------------------------
Major reference for selecting content 
possibly syllabuses consensus among experts 
----------------------------------1---------------------------------
Major images of content 
I 
I 
a generalist's course content 1 a specialist's course content 
\--------------------------------------------------------------------/ 
** numbers in brackets are total lecture hours allocated for the 
respective areas. 1 lecture houi is approximately equal to 55 
minutes of instruction. 
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72+96=168 Education 150+0=150 
: .. . 
156+48=204 
48+48=96 Ed. Technology 30+0=30 
Teaching Practice 
Practical Teaching 180+180=360 Teaching Practice 140+200=340 
1 School Experience 40+0=40 
Personal 
English Language 72+72=144 English Language 60+60=120 
Chinese Language 72+72=144 
Complementary Studies 12+12=24 
Pedagogical 
Second Elective 96+144=240 
Physical Education 132+216=348 




Test & Measurement 









Curriculum Planning (12+12) 
Teaching Techniques (12+12) 












Second Subject 0+120=120 
Physical Education 580+510=1090 
Biological Bases (60+0) 
Exercise Physio. (0+50) 
Fitness & Conditioning(30+10) 
Biomechanics (15+15) 
Measurement & Eval. (25+0) 
Growth & Developt. (0+20) 
Comparative PE (0+25) 
Curriculum Issues (0+20) 
Motor Learning & Psy (30+30) 
PE, School & Society (20+0) 
Curriculum Planning (0+30) 
Teaching Method (30+20) 
(incl. admin. of PE) 












Scope (horizontal organization of content) 
separate subjects separate subjects 
----------------------------------1---------------------------------
Sequence (vertical organization of content) 
"Split-Half" approach I Short Course design 
----------------------------------1---------------------------------
** Figures on the left hand side of the (+) signs are number of 




, .' , 
Evaluation 
-students' performances are 
categorized into bands according 
to a fixed proportion. 
-evaluations are done at the end 
of courses. 
-students' performances are 
graded and do not have a fixed 
proportion for grade levels. 














major orientations to purposes of evaluation 
selection and 
classification (discrimination) I 
motivation and 
maintenance of standard 
---------~------------------------l--------------------------------- p~ 
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CHAPTER 5. HONG KONG AND SINGAPORE PETE CURRICULA: A COMPARISON 
This chapter intends to identify some important similarities and 
differences in the two PETE curricula. As has been mentioned in 
Chapter I, nq attempt will be made to draw any generalizable 
statements on PETE curriculum in general. The formation of hypothesis 
after the step of juxtaposition has been omitted. Because of this, 
even thqugh the steps of description and interpretation have followed 
an established framework, and the juxtaposition has been made tabular, 
the comparison will be "illustrative". Illustrative comparisons allow 
more flexibility on the selection of the comparative aspects. They 
suit unique situations more than a balanced comparison which is 
suitable for establishing general principles. The comparisons 
focus mainly on those areas related to physical education. 
5.1) A COMPARISON OF THE PURPOSES OF CURRICULA 
more 
will 
The purposes of the Teacher's Certificate (Te) programmes in Hong 
Kong indicate a strong tendency to licentiate somebody to do 
something. In the curriculum it clearly shows that its ultimate aim is 
to produce qualified teachers. The instrumental tendency of treating 
qualification as purpose is questioned. To equip students with 
abilities and appropriate attitudes in teaching is perhaps a more 
reasonable purpose. Yet particular competencies or knowledge 
of students have not been mentioned. There seems to be 
expected 
only one 
expected outcome of the curriculum, that is, the production of 
graduates for the community of qualified teachers at that particular 
level. The purpose of the Hong Kong curriculum is believed to be over-
simplified and dubious. 
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Both the Hong Kong and Singapore curriculum purposes are stated 
in global form. They are both vague and thus allow for a wide range of 
interpretation. However, the former primarily aims at qualifying 
people, the latter aims at training physical education specialists to 
teach in schools. The purposes of the Singapore curriculum implicitly 
show a willingness to consider students' personal growth and to uphold 
the image of physical education as an academic discipline. In 
addition, essential knowledge re~uired of a professional teacher, such 
as psychology, sociology and philosophy is highlighted. The system of 
governance of the college, which has been printed in the handbooks and 
prospectuses, shows that the college enjoys a certain degree of 
autonomy for decision-making at curriculum level. This enables a more 
balanced representation of decision-makers and sUbstantive criteria. 
It can be assumed that the purposes are determined through 
negotiations and are predictably more realistically set. 
A further difference between the two curricula is the target 
groups of the programmes. It is believed that the Singapore curriculum 
is more reasonable because students will eventually teach in either 
primary or secondary schools. If the Hong Kong curriculum were to 
produce either primary or secondary school teachers, the curriculum 
would be more specialized. This is in fact a common wish of those Hong 
Kong physical education tutors who were interviewed. 
5.2) A COMPARISON OF THE CONTENTS OF CURRICULA 
The contents of the two curricula have similar structures in that 
both of them include four areas of study as suggested by Dove (1986) 
for initial teacher training programmes. These areas are professional, 
personal, teaching practice and pedagogical. Generally speaking, 
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teacher education curriculum that can fit into this structure should 
have an orientation to subject matter, learning activity and learning 
experience. However, it is found that both curricula are geared more 
towards the s~bject matter orientation. The Singapore curriculum 
reflects a more balanced orientation. Some broad fields are introduced 
despite the fact that they are offered in the form of separate 
subjects_. Moreover, the offering of "School Experience" in the 
curriculum does show that it attempts to shift further away from the 
subject matter orientation. 
Time allocated for each of the above areas is different, causing 
the two curricula to have distinct images. The Hong Kong curriculum 
offers a generalist's course content - of which 348 hours have been 
allocated for physical education whereas the Singapore curriculum 
offers a specialist's course content of which 1090 hours have been 
allocated for the subject. For secondary physical education teaching 
in particular, the content of the Singapore curriculum undoubtedly has 
a much wider coverage than the Hong Kong curriculum. This claim can be 
easily validated by the data presented in the last chapter. Difference 
in time allocations for the physical education related subjects is 
perhaps most convincing. The remarks made by the UNESCO (1981) about 
content of teacher education programmes are best used for the support 
of the argument. It states: 
.lm7 
"although, given the multiplicity of factors involved in 
the learning process, the fact that a subject is given more 
time does not always mean that it is studied more 
thoroughly. However, other things being equal, the amount 
of time devoted to a subject is an indication of the extent 
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of coverage. A weekly class cannot cover the same ground as 
a daily class, no matter how gifted and assiduous teachers 
and students may be. Nor can the content of a two years' 
course be condensed into one of four months. We cannot 
assume that where a subject is allocated more time, other 
factors will be less favourable" (p.22-23). 
Content coverage in the Hong Kong curriculum is far from 
satisfactory. In Singapore, student teachers are required to pass the 
l090-hour course in order to be qualified to teach in secondary 
schools and pre-university colleges. In Hong Kong, however, a 348-hour 
course can qualify teachers to teach the subject from primary one up 
to secondary three (in many cases up to the seventh form), covering an 
even larger age range. A conclusion can be drawn that the standards 
required of qualified teachers to teach this subject are very 
different. In Singapore, the establishment of the CPE shows that 
physical education is a valid field of inquiry. Teachers responsible 
for physical education as a subject need specialized training. The 
treatment of physical education in the CPE is understandable since 
knowledge and skills acquired from the core content of teacher 
training programmes may not be relevant to physical education 
teaching. The most obvious examples are courses for classroom 
management and curriculum planning and development. Physical education 
teaching may benefit from these courses if they are geared toward 
large-group management in open settings. For curriculum planning and 
implementation in particular, information on physical development of 
children, weather conditions of the region, schedules for mass sports 
functions in school and in the community, school and public sports 
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facilities, legality, public relations, property management, and many 
others are important topics which more general courses in teacher 
education programmes may not be able to cover. In other words, a 
specialist's course content seems more appropriate for physical 
education as a subject. 
In both societies, formally accredited criteria for selecting 
con ten t - in the curricula are lacking. However, it was reported · tha t in 
Hong Kong, selection of content is possibly based on the demands of 
the physical education syllabuses whereas in Singapore, consensus or 
negotiation among staff plays a more important role. The most 
influential criteron for content selection remains to be the factors 
derived from outside the colleges. For example, duration and system of 
training, which are believed to be playing the most important role in 
content coverage, are derived mainly from societal and political 
pressures that come from outside the colleges. 
Substantive contents 
Within the professional category, Primary Studies (PS) in the 
Hong Kong curriculum is obviously of little use if the curriculum were 
to train only either primary or secondary school teachers as in the 
case in Singapore. In terms of time allocation, this 204-hour (or 17-
unit) course is almost comparable to each of the academic "major" 
electives which occupy only 240 hours (or 20 units) within the same 
curriculum. In other words, we may regard PS as · a third but compulsory 
major within the Hong Kong curriculum. If this subject were the only 
subject that provides specific training for primary teaching, the 
adequacy of it would again be questionable. 
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Within the category of personal skill, the Hong Kong curriculllm 
allocates 144 hours for each of the two languages and 24 hours for 
Complementary Studies (CS). In Singapore, only 120 hours have been 
allocated to English Language. However, when compared to students in 
Hong Kong, students' English proficiency in Singapore could be higher 
as the use of the languag~ in daily communication there is more 
extensive. The 120 hours of training on the language in Singapore can 
definitely be comparable to, if not more in-depth than, the 144-hour 
course in Hong Kong. 
Moreover, as a multi-racial society Singapore does not require 
proficiency in Chinese L~nguage for teaching because English is the 
only accepted language in schools. Hence, the major difference between 
the two curricula in the area of personal skill is the 24-hour CS. 
The CS is composed of a series of optional courses like 
photography, arts and crafts, chess and the like. This course is 
offered in the hope that students will be equipped with abilities to 
promote extra-curricular activities in school. In Singapore, CS is 
offered through a range of extra-curricular activities and is not 
included in the normal curriculum. 
Thus, from Singapore's point of view, the 204 hours for PS, the 
144 hours for Chinese Language and the 24 Hours of CS in the Hong Kong 
curriculum are perhaps of little meaning. This implies that, from the 
Singapore's viewpoint, . the Hong Kong curricul~m is only a 1356-hour 
course. This only makes up 71.7 percent of the Singapore curriculum in 
spite of the fact that they are offered for the same two-year 
duration. 
In Singapore, the course School Experience is student attachment 
to schools prior to teaching practice. During School Experience 
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students may be required to teach, but they will not be assessed. It 
is believed that this practice could act as an induction to teaching 
practices and would be welcome by students. This of course requires 
some addition~i administrative support. In Hong Kong, however, similar 
courses are not offered at all. If School Experience is believed to be 
a desirable component for initial teacher training programme, the lack 
of it ill the Hong Kong curriculum implies that the content of the Hong 
Kong curriculum is not as well selected as that of Singapore. 
The inappropriateness of the choice of the content of the Hong 
Kong curriculum is further reflected by the subject of Educational 
Technology. Many student~teachers being interviewed complain that the .~~ 
audio-visual equipment is obsolete. Computers are still the 64K Ram 
models. Overhead projectors, video cameras and recorders are still the 
old giants of the seventies. When compared to Education (168 hours), 
the duration of 96 hours for Educational Technology seems 
unnecessarily long. In Singapore, 30 hours are allocated for the 
subject, which aims to introduce some general procedures for operating 
audio-visual equipment with the assistance of school technicians. 
Apparently the Singapore curriculum does not aim -to teach students how 
to operate various pieces of educational equipment but to introduce 
some principles for operation. 
5.3) A COMPARISON OF THE ORGANIZATION OF CURRICULA 
Scope 
The two curricula are actually embodiments of separate subjects, 
even though the Singapore curriculum reflects an effort to group these 
subjects into some broad areas. For theoretical studies, it seems 
that the Hong Kong curriculum is composed of less subject areas, but 
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it is ill fact not the case. In the Hong Kong curriculum, the subject 
of Foundation of Physical Education includes topics like Growth & 
Development, Comparative PE, Curriculum Issues, Motor Learning and 
Sociology. Time spent on each of these topics is very limited, given 
the fact that this subjec~ carries only 1 unit, or 12 hours of 
instruction. In the first six hours of instruction in year one, 
according to information obtained from the SRBCE (SRBCE, 1988-90) I 
four areas will be taught, they are: 1) History of Physical Education; 
2) The Scope of Physical Education and Recent Development in Sports; 
3) Aims and Objectives of Physical Education, and 4) Growth and 
Development of Children ' in Relation to Physical Education. Another 
six hours in Year 2 covers three areas: 1) Fundamental/Principles of 
Physical Education: Historical, Philosophical, Physiological, 
Psychological and Sociological foundations; 2) Inter-relationship 
between Physical Education, Health Education and Recreation; 3) 
Comparative studies in Physical Education. In other words, the course 
"Foundation of Physical Education" in the Hong Kong curriculum covers 
a wide range of topics. This makes the scope of the curricula in Hong 
Kong and Singapore similar to each other. The only difference in this 
aspect of the two curricula is the offer of First Aid in the Singapore 
curriculum. In the Hong Kong curriculum, First Aid is not included but 
students are expected to attain a First Aid Certificate in their 
leisure time. 
Generally speaking, the difference in scope of the 
education related areas is found in the depth rather than the 
physical 
breadth 
of the curriculum contents. It is perhaps one of the major differences 
between a generalist's and a specialist's course. 
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Sequence 
The sequential arrangements of the curricula in the two societies 
are different. Perhaps we may call Hong Kong's arrangement a "Split-
Half" approach and Singapore's arrangement a "short course" approach. 
" . ... 
Responses from those being interviewed show that these ' arrangements 
are not based on any special reason. However, it is believed that a 
well arranged teaching order of certain subject areas may help 
students to perform better in the teaching practices. The "Short 
Course" approach provides flexibility for determining the subject 
areas that should be taught first. In the Singapore curriculum, 
courses are arranged so that those subject areas not regarded as 
urgent would be taught in year two. Examples are Comparative Physical 
Education, Second Subject, Growth and Development, Exercise 
Physiology, Optional Sports Activities, and Curriculum Planning and 
Issues. It is unclear that the Singapore curriculum is designed with 
such an intention, but its employment of the "Short Course" approach 
does allow the possibility of realising such intention through 
practice. On the other hand, the "Split-Half" approach in the Hong 
Kong curriculum does not provide flexibility for determining subject 
areas that should be taught first. It is because most of them are 
taught in parallel and priority of teaching is not concerned. 
It appears that the Teaching Practices (TPs) in the Hong Kong 
curriculum do not form any real sequence. The first TP is conducted in 
primary schools and the second in secondary schools. It is doubtful 
that linkage between these experiences could be very strong for 
student-teachers because the target groups of the TPs are very 
different. The arrangement in Singapore is better in that the School 
Experience and the two TPs may form a sequence in the students' 
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learning processes, since both TPs are held in secondary schools or 
junior colleges where pupils being taught are in similar age-groups. 
5.4) A COMPARISON OF TIlE EVALUATION OF CURRICULA 
The evaluation system employed by the Hong Kong curriculum is 
norm-referenced by nature. 'In Singapore, the evaluation system is 
criteron-referenced by nature. According to Kirkendall et al (1987), 
norm-referenced evaluations tend towards discrimination, and criteron-
referenced evaluations tend towards mastery. Tests for norm-referenced 
evaluations have to be designed with optimal difficulty levels in 
order to maximize their discrimination power. One major problem of 
this type of evaluation is sampling all necessary difficulty levels 
within a certain branch of knowledge. On the other hand, criteron-
referenced tests are to measure mastery of a specific portion of 
knowledge required for certification. The extent to which students 
have acquired the information in a certain branch of knowledge or 
mastered basic concepts before proceeding to more advanced levels also 
provide criteria for measurement. The major problem of this kind of 
test is the determination of criteria which must be of high validity. 
Self-made tests are normally used for criteron-referenced evaluations 
whereas standard tests seem more suitable for norm-referenced 
evaluations. 
In the field of physical education and sport, there are numerous 
standard skill tests. These tests are normally used for measuring the 
examinee's ability to perform certain techniques for some particular 
sports. In fact many of them can only be used to measure one or two 
specific techniques and the results cannot give a general picture of 
how well the examinees can perform in the respective sports. That is 
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why in Hong Kong and Singapore, the use of standard skill tests in the 
evaluation process is not so popular. Sport skill tests in the 
physical education teacher training colleges in Hong Kong and 
Singapore are v~ry often designed by individual tutors. In the process 
of designing the tests, some reference to the standard skill tests 
might have been made. 
As -has been mentioned in chapter 3, performance in the practical 
aspect, which is often referred to the performance in 
activities, weighs heavily towards the final grading. 
various sport 
Although this 
situation is common to both Hong Kong and Singapore, the problem seems 
to be less significant ih the former because the main concern of the 
Hong Kong curriculum is not the abilities of students but the 
production of qualified teachers, whereas competence in teaching is a 
major purpose in the Singapore curriculum. 
Kirkendall et al (1987) believe that self-made tests are more 
suitable for criteron-referenced evaluation. In Hong Kong, however, 
self-made tests are used extensively in the evaluation even though it 
is norm-referenced. Moreover, the population of physical education 
students is small, the implementation of norm-referenced evaluations 
seems inappropriate. According to Mehrens and Lehmann (1973), norm-
referenced evaluation might promote "unhealthy competition and is 
injurious to low-scoring students' self-concepts" (p.64). This is 
especially true in the field of physical educa"tion and sports where 
the concept of winning or losing is still dominant (see Freeman 1982). 
Norm-referenced evaluation does of course have its strengths. The 
problem here is centred upon the kinds of tasks that evaluation seeks 
to fulfill. The purpose of the Hong" Kong curriculum, i. e., "to train 
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students to become qualified teachers", tends to favour discrimination 
and selection rather than motivation and maintenance of standard. The 
use of norm-referenced evaluation in the Hong Kong curriculum seems to 
be able to selept top students for further study, inform principals on 
the selection of teachers, and suggest to students whether they should 
become primary or secondary school teachers. In this sense, the use of 
norm-referenced evaluations is justified, even if there is ample room 
for improvement. 
The use of criteron-referenced evaluation in the Singapore 
curriculum, according to the analysis made in chapter 3, seems to have 
many limitations. Problems in implementation, determination of 
criteria and validity of tests are noteworthy. However, for the sake 
of motivation and maintenance of standard, the adoption of self-made 
tests and the criteron-referenced evaluation system IS still 
desirable. 
5.5) A COMPARISON OF THE STRENGTH AND WEAKNESSES OF THE CURRICULA 
According to the analyses made, the Hong Kong PETE curriculum 
seems to have a few shortcomings. First, the purpose that aims to 
train teachers to teach from primary one to junior secondary level is 
unrealistic. When viewed from the perspectives of Teaching Practices, 
it becomes more limiting because students are not able to concentrate 
on practising teaching at a particular level. Second, the content 
coverage, owing to the purpose stated, is spread too thin. The 
generalist's approach further handicaps the possibility of precise 
selection of content that is based on students' needs in their 
teaching career. Third, contents are organized as separate subjects so 
that they are taught in a discrete manner. This raises the problem of 
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in this manner are less likely to facilitate the integral use of the 
knowledge. Fourth, if Mehrens and Lehmann (1973) are correct, the 
evaluation syst~~ may bring about unhealthy competition among students 
and "is injurious to low-scoring students' self-concepts" (re-quoted 
from p.l02). 
The curriculum, however, does have its strengths. The most 
obvious one is the effectiveness of producing qualified teachers. This 
is in congruence with the stated purpose and the basic philosophy of a 
curriculum that favours a qualifying procedure. More importantly, 
these teachers can teach in secondary and primary schools. It provides 
flexibility both to schools and to teachers. 
On the whole, the Singapore curriculum compares favourably to the 
Hong Kong curriculum. Firstly, the target group of the curriculum is 
well-defined. It is limited to the training of physical education 
teachers for secondary schools (including junior colleges). The 
curriculum can be more specialized and more able to satisfy the needs 
of students who will eventually teach in secondary schools. Secondly, 
the curriculum seems able to accommodate more in-depth study in the 
area of physical education and sports. Content coverage should enable 
students to attain a reasonable level of knowledge and skills to start 
their teaching career in physical education and to advance their study 
in this area in the future. Thirdly, the organization of content, 
especially the School Experience and the Teaching Practices, is 
reasonable enough to provide relevant experience for students. 
Fourthly, the evaluation system seems to be able to motivate students 
and to maintain the standard of the curriculum. 
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However, the Singapore curriculum is not without its limitations. 
The intent of the use of global form ,in stating purposes is to make 
the purposes vague so that they "keep the door open for 
interpretation". At the same time, however, it makes the purposes not 
clear enough to guide the development of the curriculum. Moreover, the 
curriculum aims to offer physical education as both an academic and a 
p~ofessional subject. This eclectic (both-and) approach weakens the 
defensibility and consistency of the purpose of the curriculum. 
The organization of the curriculum , which is presented in a 
separate subject design, does not facilitate integration between 
knowledge -of different subject areas. Besides, the practice of putting .~ -~ 
all non Physical Education course into the category of "Education" 
seems inappropriate. In fact, English Language and Academic Second 
Subject should not be included in this category. 
Lastly on evaluation, it is believed there are problems in the 
present mode of assessment. The criteron-referenced type of evaluation 
has problems in implementation, determination of criteria and validity 
of tests. Moreover, it seems necessary to shift the focus of 
evaluation more to the teaching ability in various sports rather than 
to the skill level of students in the practical aspects if the 
curriculum is to have a major role in producing teachers rather than 
athletes. 
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CHAPTER 6. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
According to King (1965), Comparative Education generally has 
three aspects: the informative, the analytical, and the reformative. 
This chapter ,.attempts to contribute to the "reformative" aspect by 
making some recommendations for the PETE curricula. It is an attempt 
to answer the last research' question put forth in chapter 1, i.e., 
"With "respect to purpose, content, organization and evaluation, what 
can Hong Kong learn from Singapore in reforming its PETE curriculum?" 
Purpose 
If one considers teacher education as a multi-stage process, of 
which Taylor (1978) urges that it starts from selection until p~ 
preparation for retirement, the major purpose of pre-service teacher 
education curriculum, according to Hirst (1975), should be directed to 
the needs of the students' first post. It implies that the purpose of 
it should be targeted at equipping students with the knowledge and 
skills that are urgently required of the prospective teachers. In this 
regard, the present initial secondary PETE curriculum offered at the 
colleges of education in Hong Kong is far from satisfactory. The 
reason is that the level of teaching that graduates would engage in is 
ill-defined. Accordingly, it is suggested that, with reference to the 
Singapore experience, the target should be restricted to either 
primary or secondary level ind that the purpose should focus more on 
equipping students with knowledge and abilities so that they are able 
to start their teaching competently. Moreover, the word "qualified" 
appeared in the curriculum purpose should be abandoned because 
qualifying is not the task of the curriculum but that of the 
Government or the authorities that monitor it. 
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Content 
Content cannot be improved very much unless the above-mentioned 
reforms are implemented. Minor changes in the Hong Kong curriculum are 
desirable, sucp as shortening the time for Educational Technology (ET) 
and allowing individual subject departments to arrange for their' own 
ET lessons with the help of the ET unit of the college. Complementary 
Studies should be arranged through the aid of the student 
organizations and the like. All these suggestions are made in the hope 
that more time can be allocated to the major subjects. 
Several years ago Hong Kong implemented a system known as the 
"double major system" w~thin the TC course. Students following this 
system could spend twice as much time in one single elective and elect 
one less subject. However, for unknown reasons, this system was 
discontinued. Although this researcher has consulted some senior 
personnel 
According 
of the colleges, he is still unable to identify them. 
to the views collected from the interviews, the 
implementation of the "double major system" had been successful and 
deemed desirable by teacher trainers. The revival of this dormant 
system is recommended. 
Organization 
It was found that both the Hong Kong and Singapore curriculum 
fail to deal with the curriculum in an integrated approach. In an 
article concerning patterns of curriculum organization, Bishop (1985) 
provides us with some strategies for integration, such as establishing 
cross-links between different subjects; integration through themes, 
topics, and concepts; as well as the Centre-of Interest method of 
integration. For Physical Education in particular, Almond (1976) 
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suggests "an operational model of integrated curriculum planning" 
(p.141-143) which should be seriously considered. In sum, it IS 
suggested that the organization of the curriculum should gear more 
towards integration. One popular method in Physical Education is the 
,'- . ., 
establishment of intensive study ( Teaching of Basketball, for example 
) in the curriculum. This may contribute to a "cross-link" of various 
disciplines (Bishop 1985) and is more likely to facilitate the 
integral use of knowledge. 
Evaluation 
The present "evaluation" system o-f the Hong Kong curriculum 
responds well to the present philosophy of the curriculum. However ~~ 
the lack of usable standardized tests, compact size of the population 
of the physical education students, and a danger of encouraging 
unhealthy competition are some of its limitations. Although criteron-
referenced evaluation also has its limitations, it motivates students 
and facilitates a maintenance of standard. Both are highly desirable 
for a professional teacher training programme. Thus, a tactful 
blending of criteron-referenced and norm-referenced evaluation is 
recommended. 
Concluding Remarks 
The major problem of the Hong Kong curriculum seems to be its 
purpose which aims to produce qualified teachers to teach at primary 
and junior secondary levels. The purpose also gives rise to the 
adoption of a generalist course design in the curriculum. Given the 
limitations described in this study, the curriculum seems unable to 
produce well-equipped physical education teachers to start their 
teaching career in secondary schools. Predictably, the purposes are 
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not decided by teachers and students, but by decision- makers who are 
often regarded as "outsiders" by the teaching profession. At present, 
the development of the PETE curricula is not independent of the 
existing teacher education system. A change of the PETE curricula may 
imply that the system has to be adjusted accordingly. The ·Singapore 
curriculum does provide us with some useful insights into the 
development of our PETE curriculum, even though the borrowing of 
practices from abroad warrants careful consideration. The conclusions 
of this study are based on the comparison between the two selected 
curricula for initial secondaty P.E. teacher preparation. These 
curricula, . however, have quite different targets. The Hong Kong p~ 
curriculum prepares teachers to teach at primary and junior secondary 
levels while the Singapore curriculum prepares teachers solely for 
teaching in secondary schools. Also, further training curricula, such 
as the ACTE (Advanced Course in Teacher Education) I are a part of the 
PETE system in Hong Kong. These programmes should be a consideration 
of future research into curriculum reform. 
---END---
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Reguiremen ts LeadiJl~ ___ tO __ t.:.h_~_._.~·Y7~·£~~_Qt __ ~ 
Teacher's Certificate 
--T-----·-----·-·-· 
. l . 
The College cou.rse of study is organi sed .in t1.ni ts grcup.ed 
under 4 area~. The~e unit~ will be time-tabled in various 
ways into t.he 2 terms' of each academic year. 
Page 15 .' 
In the First tear of the Course, sttidents will be 
e,;.pected to' pursue t.he f~,11oHing areas of study : -
Area A Professional St1J.di~9 
Education 
Primary Studie~ & Methodology 
Educational Technology 
TOTAL 
Area B Elective Studies 
Elective I 
E1ecti,'e II (~cademic subjects) 
(cul tttral subjects) 
. i . 
TOTAL (academic subj ec 'ts) 
(cultural subjects) 
Area C Practical Teaching 













Preparation, teaching and follow-up 15 units 
Area D General Studi~s 
Language S}{ills (Chinese) 








67 units or 
69 units 
The number of units g~. ven ~gainst each sUbject/area refers 
to the minimu.m numbel" of ~uch uI~i t~ which th~~ College will 
time-table into the First Year of the 2-Year Course for 
that particular subject/nrea. 
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(2) Continuatioq 
To qual if'/' f " .~ con c :t~l\ \a r.: i ('IU :t.7 the r.: t) 1 ] e '~' :: , n First 
:Ln th e Year stuient: S h 0 ~.ll d :-~ Cl t i s f y t.h~ Collf'.!~JC 
following : .~ 
( a ) G e ne) .. ~ 1 s u.i t a td.1 i t y f ('~ r the i ":> f e s ~ . ; j 0 n . 
G en e J.4 a 1 S l\ i. t n b i lit y for 
the stuc.~nt·s conduct, 
etc. 
th .-' prcr:f~s9ion reter> to 
pn~:son;:: lL'':Y, atti tuJea, 
(b) Attendnnr.!2 
A stul~ent :r.r. <J:7 ' elr~-?-d to 11a\'·1.1 i:Je1 :l.slied the CoJ.lege 
iu ai:cf;ndnnce ~/h~'\\ he hn; co; l.',:",JiJ;;(l l·;~.t~l nl1 t.!te 
condi t ic. 115 ~JO tlcl."l~in 'J at te ulnnc ~ d·? f ~_n eel ·L!i. thj.;, 
Handucok (:;e~ }.'art-. Fenr : Ge ·.lern l In cormatio:',d . 
(c) ·COUT-GC ~1or:c 
A stud€n t: should fln tisfy · each oJ: the folJ.o\·~ing 
. minimum ~~4rtlq·.,irernen t~ ; -
(i) COJ(ip'Jlsory Un.i.~:s 
A otuoent. mu,3t satisfactorily complete every 
rele'lant unit specifiec. by the Colleg f] as 
com~ulcory in the F:i.rsL Year. 1 .. full list of 
all Guch uni.ts, if·any. nill be given to the 
stuc1(~!1ts at the b2ginnin'1 of the Course. 
( l.• 1.' ) ':'\ )'1 • , l:.:\:"ea ,. ~n].m'Jm 
A stude:\lt: mus t sa tisi (',ctorily' complete at 
If!H'\'3t 21 units in Art·:a h, et least 14 units 
i!l . ~:t € ~. B I ( i ~ bo th El e et i v f: S . ar e a c ad ern i c 
subjects) or at leant 16 units in Area R (if 
one of :119 Blectives is n culturnl uu.bjF.'ct), 
' t:.le 15 u .. i tg in bre8 (, nno Clt lea:=;t 11 uni ts 
:Lt:"'I, l\~:- t' C1 n. 
Ii ... · thc::-'i:::"~t y~ ? :'~, " :.~t1.'.d (~l~t must. 
sp.,tir.;fact~ rj.J.y cornpl ~te . .I~!)t fGt ·:(~r then a 
t 0 ~::11 () )~ h '3 11 nit s : i f b . ) t h L 1',1 C t i 1! e S Cl re 
ac~\do~d.c "].~)j~cts) or' G'l '~'n · ~t3 {if CJHO of th.e 
I:lc.~ct~. ves .'~ a ~ul tu~:-~t.. .::; to: ': j~ ':: t) . 
Should r.: ! , ::t~~!.~l~t '.:,dJ. t) \,l()8t tb.':' ~ . ~0. tl. i~:· ~"'m '-;~7't.s in (2), 
he ~.Tould nC"!"' n':l 'l' v ~ .. ~ '~Cftl" l red t""' -,lh"" . " -t'l'(' ( ...... . )' C'I"T~ • " . ' .. '-' ..... _ ...... J. ' . "" ... . __ ~ . \ . 1 _ . t • • • _ . \. ., ... . . . .... \. ' •• ::! ._. 
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(4) Second Year . Area,s o:E s~.u~!y 
. ~. ; . . . 
In the Second Year of the Course, gtudents will be 
expected to pursue the following areas of study : -
.! ' 




'Area B Elective Studies' 
Elective I 
TOTAL 
Elective II (acad9mic subjects) 
(cultural subjects) 
, TOTAL (academic subjects) 
(cultural subjects~ 
, , 








... ~ ..... ~--,.,. ......... --
24 units 
,, 28 uni'ts 
Preparation, , teaching and follow-up 15 units 
~ , 
' " 
Area D General , Studies 
Language Skills' (Chinese) 
Language Skills (En~lish) 
Complementary Programme 




I. . ' ' . : , . :: _::·.)·~:::f ~ >: :~ .' , :> j . ' ;', .:; , GRAlID TOTAL ' 
_ lo • " : • • ~ , 
. ' . : ~:,~( ; "~ ~ , i; :~ '.' 
6 units 
6 units 







The ; number ' of units gi'~en agai'nst each subject/area refers 
to the miniinum number of such units which the College will 
time-table·~ into ' the Second Year of the 2-Year Course for 
that parttcular subject/area. . 
(5) Requirements for the Award o~ a Teacher,' s ! Certi~.ica!:e 
.. ,' , ~ 
To qualify for ' the award of a Teach~r's certificate at 
the end of the /~ecortd year of the ' Course, a student 
should satisfy the College in the following : -
(a) General suitability for the profession 
. . , ' , 
,General suitability for 
the student's ,conduct, 
etc. 
the profession refers to 
personality, attitudes, 
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~ 
', ' " I . ,' · , ' • I ~ . , 
.. ' .. t" ", , ' . ... . : ' ~: ,: ." 
.- ~ .. 
(b) 
-:~- ':. . ' .. : .' ':' ,,/, : , :)~ . ',;~: ...... : .. '. :.~; .~ " 
" , f ' 
Attendance 
A student is deemed to have satisfied the College 
in attendance when he has complied with all the 
conda,tions governfn.g attendance defined in this 
Handhook (see Part Four : General Information) 
, . 
(cl Course W6rk 
A striderit sHould satisfy each of . the following 
minimum requirements : -
. , 
(i) Compulsory Unit~ \ . :: .... 
A student must satisfactorily complete evel':Y 
. relevant 'unit specified .by the College as 
compulso'r;j'" • 
(ii) Area Minimum 
, 
A' student must satisfactorily p~omplete, 
within the 2 years, at lea~t 37 units.in 
Area At at least 37 units in .Area B (if,both 
Electives are .academic subjects) or at least 
43 uni ts i n .A!'E"~(~ B (if one c.f the Elect.i ves 
is a cultural subject), the 30 units in Area 
C, and at least 24 units'in Area D. 
(iii) Course Minimum Total 
A student must. s~tisfactoril:Y 'complete not 
fewer ' than a total of 130 units in the two 
years (if both Electives are academic 
subjects) or _ at least 135 unit~ in th~ two 
.years (if one of th~ Electives ~s ~ cultural ' 
subject) . 
(6) Failure · to qualify-" for the Award of ' a 't.eacl}erts 
Certificate 
Should a student fail to .attain the requirements for 
the· award · of a Teacher 1 s Certificate at the end of the 
Second Year, he would normally be required to leave the 
College. In · exceptional' circumstances,~~ may be gi~~n 
, a secohd 6pportunit~ to cQ~plete the ·necessary urlit(s): 
(7) Transcript of Record' 
The transcript of record will include : -
. . . 
(a) a li~t of the subjects studied during the course; 
(b) , number of units completed in each ~~tlbject.; 
(c) overall grade ' awarded for each subject; .' . .. ... . , 
(d) total number of units completed in each subject 
\ ar.ea; 
(e) Overall grade for each subject area. ' . 
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" , " ' . • •• - ",. . " . . . . , ' •• • • , • • • ' ~ - . ', ' . I • • .. -I .... '" 
Overall grades ari~ ~Ji ven an .~~ r B, or C ~ .w. 
.- .... ... 
Grade .Point A?e.rage 
Grade Point A~erag8 
Gtade Poin t ji.ver~ge 
2~QO or above 
1~50 t,lJ 2.49 
below ,1 . .. 50 c 
I • (The Grade P6int Average is describ~d in the next 
section. ) 
(a) Bands 
On ttH~ SUCGr~ssfu.t' completion. Df. ~ach ui.1.it, cr. 
group . of unit.s, !-.1 stude:rit' S pf.'rfor.mance ~s 




indicate's that a s .tu.deht'ralllr,s.,".J-rithin 
the top 10% ef. those v-rho hc'.ve 
S'.lC(:es s fnlly compl e tea th e \1.ni t (3) ~ 
ind ica tes tha t a s.t Ud~~ll t. r 'an}ts Hi t llin 
the ne x. t. . 50%. 0 f t: h 0~:: e who (~ h c! V ~ 
successfully completed the l1nit(~). 
i. nd i cat est h n t. a s tu den t ran J~ s ~l j t hi n 
the remaining 40% of those who have 
!!uccessfully completed the unit(s) . 
(b) Grade points 
Grade Points are awarded to the 
accbrdance with the follbwing table 
Band I 
' Band 1I 
Band III 




A G r ri cl e F 0 i n t 1'~ ve r 3 (~ :~ ~.~ i J.1 






b :ands in 
N\.lmber of uni ts completed in the Area 




~ ... ... ': 
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